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Morehouse President Memphis State Protest
Submits Resignation
In a letter to the board ,of i -Since I
cannot be a party
trustees of Morehouse College
to
concessions
made under
in Atlanta, Dr. Hugh M.
.
duress
to
a
group
of ten indiGloster, the president, explain- .
ed why he refused to path. viduals including one student
cipate in negotiations under from Clark, one student from
duress with a group of stu. Morris Brown, and three students from the Atlanta Uni_ dents from Morehouse, and
versity Center and during a four students and a teacher
lock-in of the Morehouse board from Spelman and supported by
of trustees.
a Morehouse teacher and about
In his letter, Dr. Gloster forty Atlanta University
Center
said:
students who have locked this
"I am in favor of increased conference room and taken
black
membership on the over this building, I am hereBoard of Trustees of More_ with submitting my resignation
house College and of closer as president of Morehousil
relationships among the six College, effective on a date to
institutions in
the Atlanta be agreed upon by the Board
University Center, but I can- and myself.
not participate in a meeting "Please let
me thank the
in which members of the Board, the
Faculty, the StuBoard
.
. of Turstees are confined dent Body, the Alumni, and
in this conference room by other friends
of this institution
force and are subjected to in- for the counsel
and cooperasult and intimidation. More- tion extended to
me • from the
over, I cannot sign any docu- time of my
appointment to this
ment or vote on any motion most
shameful and
presented in such a meeting on day in the history ofignominious
Morehouse
this day when my office has College." Hugh
M. Gloster,
been broken into and occupied. President.
-
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Black Students Arrested
Black Community
Moves To Support

Hamilton High GM
Wins A Scholarship
Four outstanding 1969 grad- was a
uates of Memphis City Schools Memphiscontestant in the Miss
Pageant.
will receive Memphis Educa- Her
most recent service action Association scholarships
complishment is the March of
this Spring.
Dimes Drive, in which she
The $250.00 annual scholar- and
ships renewable for four years $900.00committees raised over
for the cause, and won
of college, will be awarded to
first place in one category and
Miss Sharmeen Ardis Caldwell second
place in another cateof Hamilton High School; Miss gory
of the drive.
Carolyn Sue Clark of Messick; Miss
Miss Claudia Lee Moore of memberCaldwell is an ardent
and worker in the
Oakhaven; and Miss Mary Lee church,
Sunday school and
Hopkins of Overton.
Youth Crusaders of ProgresTwo of the recipients are sive
Baptist
daughters of Memphis Educa- Following Church.
graduation, she
tion
A s sociation
members. plans to enter Bradley UniMiss Caldwell's mother, Mrs.
versity, Peoria, Illinois, where
Willie Caldwell is principal at she will
pursue a course in
Keel Avenue School, and Miss pre-law.
Clark's mother, Mrs. Dorothy
Clark is a third grade teacher
at Sharpe.
Sharmeen gives credit to her
principal, Oliver J. Johnson,
Ir., for her outstanding achievements.
Miss Caldwell not only ranks
high in the graduating class
at Hamilton, but she also
renders much service to the
school, her church and the
community.
At school, she is first vice
president of the National Honor
Society, Cadet Lt. Col. ROTC
sponsor, a member of several
social, academic and service
clubs. Sharmeen reigns as
Hamilton's 1 9 6 8 -69 ROTC
Queen. She is included in
Who's Who Among American
High School Students and is
the recipient of the National
High School Award for ExSHARMEEN CALDWELL
cellence. Recently, Sharmeen

Some 100 members of the police were removed from the
Black Students Association at campus.
Memphis State University were
The B S A is asking for more
arrested by City Police Monday black athletes, black faculty
after they staged a sit-in in the members and a black dean.
school president's office. The
reason given for the sit-in as A BSA news letter title
stated by the B.S.A. executive "MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERboard, was the removal of po- SITY BLACK STUDENT APPEAL" stated, "After ten
lice from the campus.
years, we are still faced with
Many black students report- the same injustices that have
ed repeated harassment by been going on all this time.
city police, during the past Black students are still in the
weekend, particularly the har- position of being in Memphis
assment of night students.
State University, but not of it.
The appearance of police was We still see racist practices in
sparked by a similar sit-in on our Administration, in our
Wednesday April 23, when some white classmates, and at every
75 members of the Black Stu- level of the University. Instrucdents Association took over the tors continue to say "Nigra",
President Dr. C. C. Humphreys' administrators continue to exoffice.
clude or isolate, policies have
On Tuesday April 29 those not changed.
students arrested, were put on
$500 bond and turned over to
the state.
On Monday at 12:40 the students left a mass rally and
headed for the office of School
president, Dr. C. C. Humphreys. Methodist Men of Centenary
Humphreys was out and the United Methodist Church will
students told Dean of Men present the Southwestern at
concert at
Jess Parraisn and Prov o s t Memphis Singers in
this Sunp.m.,
3
at
church
the
planRonald Carrier that they
4.
May
day,
until
office
the
in
stay
to
ned

Centenary Men
Present Concert

BLACK STUDENTS ASSOCIATION MEMBERS ARRESTED

Blacks Seize
Building At

1Man's Body Found
On Train Track
By 2 Teenagers

College

NAACP To Launch 1969 ACLU Gives Position
Quest For More Jobs On Campus Disorders

The body of Jesse Payne. 46,
G h etto Development been conducted in the LamarLibertiesti-civil-libertarian and incornwas found on the railroad
Lmittee of the Memphis Airways S h o pping Center,
The American Civil
posi- patible with the nature and
its
stated
hi
i
s
aunc
ng
its
(UPI) tracks near 2129 Ethlyn st., Branch NAA CP
among others, to determine Union this week disorders in- high purpose of an educational
BELMONT, N. C.
1969 drive to secure more jobs1
tion on campus
— Negro students seized the and police said that he may for Negro citizens particularly patterns and changes as to cluding
the one at Memphis institution.
Belmont
at
have tried to cross the tracks
science building
"Fundamental to the very
employment.
Negro
in businesses located in areas
State University.
Abbey College before dawn and then was run over when where the residential patterns As a result of these surveys
of a free society is the
nature
"Student protests and demonMr.
to dramatize a list of 14 de- it suddenly moved ahead.
and meetings with residents strations in high schools, col- conviction expressed by
and
patronage
are
predombest
"the
that
Holmes
mands to the Catholic monks
Justice
leaders
of
Orange
Mound
and
inantly black.
universities have
is the power of
who operate the liberal arts Mr. Payne's body was found During 1968 the NAACP's and surrounding areas, repre- leges and
scope and test of truth
volume,
in
mounted
get itself acby Clarence Bolton, 16, of
school.
to
thought
the
businesses
sentatives
of
in
the
Ghetto Development Commitintensity. Many of them have cepted in the competition of the
2143
Ethlyn,
and
Carl
and
Davencalm
The campus was
tee conducted two successful Lamar-Airways Shopping Cen- raised issues of fundamental
govern
classes continued, although sev- port, 15, of 2114 Dublin. about campaigns in the Bellevue- ter have been invited to meet importance about the nature market." When men
right
a
have
7:10
p.m.,
on
they
Wednesday,
April
themselves
milled
students
hundred
citizens
and
leaders
(civeral
McLemore Shopping Complex with
our country and its
of
goals
and
which
themselves
23,
as
they
were
walking
along
for
decide
to
about the three-story William
and t h e Hollywood-Chelsea ic, political, and religious) of institutions.
proposals are sound
Gaston Science Building. Gas- the track. •
Shopping Area which resulted the area that surrounds the "Student demonstratious have views and
unsound. This
which
a
and
police
and
ton County rural
The victim's left leg was in a sharp increase in Negro shopping c e nter and the
concern about the means that all points of views
few highway patrolmen stood cut off above the knee and employment as well as promo- NAACP's Ghetto Development shown deep
materialism of our society and are entitled to be expressed
by.
tions or training for manageri- Committee.
his right leg badly mangled.
plodding pace toward dethe
This is particularly
Craig Whitt, a white student' The victim lived with his al positions for Negroes.
A meeting was held at 9 segregation and equal rights. and heard.
which renuniversities
in
true
who said he was studying in father, Sam Payne, at 2129 During the past few months p.m., on Tuesday night, April They have raised questions
to society
services
great
der
a number of surveys have 29 at Mt. Pisgah CME Church. about the moral bases of the
the building, said three black Bennett st.
function as centers
they
when
students marched in about 4:30
Vietnam war, the power of the of free, uncoerced, independent
a.m. and ordered him and
military-industrial comp lex, and creative thought and extwo others to leave. He said
the perversion of the uni- perience.
and
one of the three carried a .22
versity's purpose to serve mili- "Universities have existed
caliber rifle. This was not contary ends. They have sought a and can exist without bricks
firmed by the school adminiparticipatory role for faculty and mortar but they cannot
stration or police.
and students in the running function without freedom of inApparently four other Neof educational institutions and quiry and expression.
groes joined them later, as
the revision of curricula to in- "For these reasons, the
seven could be seen standing Looking for a job and not "But living expenses." he where it costs less to live."
crease their relevance to the American Civil Liberties Union
atop the building. Whitt said finding one can be as depressin our society. • has from its very inception,
said, "were enormous. And; After contacting Delta Edu- problems of life
they chained the doors of the ing as trying to haul down a out of my salary, I had to
whatever dif- defended free expression for
general,
"In
cation Corporation, he was
building shut.
pot of gold at the end of a pay $100 a month for an apartferences of opinion exist on an groups and all points of
sent to a job at the Malone
rainbow. One will eventually m'
ent which one would consider and Hyde Grocery Chain, and how best to serve the cause of view, including the most unhe
point
where
the
equality, justice and popular within the society and
get to
substandard in Memphis. I
order peace,
feels that he is in a hopeless decided that I would be better he was employed as an
freedom, it is well to recognize, the university. To abandon the
venture.
too, that the student protests democratic process in the inoff financially with a job here
See Page 2
• have in great degree been mo- terests of "good" causes is to
That is just about how MelThe Afro-American Enter- bytery through the Parkway
tivated by extraordinary self- risk the destruction of freevin Guy, a 20-year-old former
general welfare Gardens Presbyterian Church.
prises, a
lessness, idealism and altru-' dom not just for the present
Memphis S t a te University
cooperation under the laws of The three-fold purpose of the
but for the future, not just for
student was feeling during a
ism . . .
the state of Tennessee, will cooperation is to develop a
job-bunting search here a few
"We are aware of the fact our social order but or any
have its grand opening this sense of pride in the black
months ago. He had been to a
that student dissenters are future social order as well.
weekend, May 1-4. It is locat- community; to provide jobs
number of places, and had
handicapped by lack of funds Freedom, the world has learned at 924-928 Kerr ave., at for the unemployed in the
heard the same story: 'Wc
of direct access to media ed to its sorrow, is a fragile
and
Memphis area; and to give A 6.3-year-old woman was don't have anything."
Gaither.
mass communications as plant that must be protected
of
It includes three businesses: job experience to managers, found dead in her home at a "I was just about to give ui
well as by stubborn and often and cultivated.
Tuesday,
as Afro-American grocery waitresses, clerks and cash- 1421 Lambert st. on
recalcitrant resistance to de- "There are dangers, too,
recalled
go
home,"
he
and
April 22, and an autopsy showstore open 7 a.m., until 12 iers.
sirable change. Many have us- that violence and the threat of
' vhen I got to 212 Madison
midnight seven days a week; Proceeds over and above ed that she committed suicide Avenue and saw a display oi
ed, therefore, dramatic forms violence will breed a counteran Afro-American Restaurant operation expenses will be in- by taking a large dose of rat pictures in the window.
of protest to call attention to violence and backlash that will
in the
community poison.
open 24 hours a day: and the vested
defeat or set back the very obtheir grievances,
"Then I looked over and
Afro-American cleaners, which through developments of more The victim was Mrs. Lillian saw the sign. 'Jobs, Inc.,' and
"We believe in the right and jectives student activists seek
is open Monday through Satur- businesses of a similar nature Allen, who was found at 11:20 went inside. One of the women
are committed to the protec- to serve and lead to repressive
and scholarships for those a.m. on April 22 by her son,
day from 7 a.m., to 7 p.m.
did find
of all peaceful, non-obstruc- counter-measures.
told
me
that
they
tion
The cooperation was estab- who otherwise might not at- Charles Allen, 43.
signed
jobs
for
people.
and
I
forms
of protest, including "Let us recognize, finally,
tive
lished under the direction of tend nursery-kindergarten and It was established that she up," he said.
mass demonstrations, picket- that some student activists
college.
the Parkway Gardens Presbyhad been dead for one day Like many other job-seekers
ing, rallies and other dramatic have been moved by conscience
terian Church about a year The grand opening will last when her body was discovered. Melvin Guy had found the
forms. However, we are deeply to use extraordinary means in
Thursday
through
Sunday,
and
ago. The Rev. Ezekiel Bell,
autopsy was performed, headquarters of the Delta EduAn
disturbed
about some methods the belief that ordinary means
pastor, is also president of the will include program with and Dr. Jerry Francisco said cation Corporation, an organithat some student activists have failed to build a just and
speakers
bands
and
choirs.
cooperation.
have used in the attempt to equal society and secure peace.
Thursday night is Youth that no one could have taken zation which trains young
achieve their ends: methods We in America have the burFunds to buy the property Night, and a program will as large a dose of the poison people for jobs.
which violate and subvert the den of changing and adapting
were made available through start at 6 with Alvin Taylor, that Mrs. Allen swallowed with- Mr. Guy is a graduate of
Economic a Memphis
Presbyterian
basic principles of freedom of our social institutions and pollthe
State University out having taken it intention- Mitchell High School and had
Development Cooper a tion student as speaker. A local ally.
expression and academic free- cies to demonstrate that we
studied for a year at Memphis
The victim suffered from State before he ran out of
through the United Presbyteri- band will perform.
dom. Protest that deprives oth- have the capacity and will to
an Church out of New York Friday night will be Wom- heart trouble and diabetes, and funds to continue.
ers of the opportunity to speak redress the evils of our social
FINDS JOB HERE — After weeks of searching, Melvin Gay
or be heard, or that requires order.
City, the Presbyterian Church, en's Night with Mrs. Zuma officers said that she fell last With a friend, he headed out
made the right contact and was placed on a job at the
physical take-over of buildings Very truly yours,
U. S. out of Atlanta, Tri-State Jones, president of Parkway year and was badly burned.
Malone and Hyde Grocery Warehouse, where he has been
to California. In the small city
Bank and First National Bank Garden Women as speaker, Mrs. Allen left no suicide of Seaside. he found a job as
promoted to quality control specialist. He attends Memphis to disrupt the educational pro- WEST TENNESSEE CHAPTER
note. She is survived also by a salesman in a men's cloth- State University at night and is studying business. (Withers
of Memphis and an initial
cess, or the incarceration of ad- AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES
See Page 2
grant from the Memphis Presher husband, Melvin Allen.
ing store.
Photo)
ministrators and others are an- UNION

Plan Grand Opening
For Afro Enterprises

. •

Sign In Window Solves Youth's
Search For Employment In City

Drinking Rat

oison Fatal
To Woman 63

TSD Contest Winners To Be Announced In May 10 Edition

SACRAMENTO — (UPI) —
The prison grapevine has it
that convicts may retaliate
against Sirhan B. Sirhan to
avenge the murder of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, a top state
official said Monday.
Lawrence E. Wilson, deputy
director of the Department of
Corrections, said that special,
precautionary measures will be
employed to protect Kennedy's
assassin.
Wilson appeared at a legislative committee hearing called to consider a bill that would
allow Sirhan to be locked up
in a specially constructed suite
of three cells at the California
medical facility at Vacaville
instead of on San Quentin's
death row. The committee killROBERT F. KENNEDY
ed the measure.
Outside the hearing room, "There have been institutional
Wilson was asked by reporters rumors that there could be
reif there had been any hint of taliation taken."
threats to the life of the 25Kennedy was fatally shot
year-old Jordanian immigrant. June 5 after a rally celebrat"Nothing that you could put ing his victory in California's
your finger on," he said. presidential primary election.

Philip D. Guthrie, a depart- man Carlos J. Moorhead, Rment spokesman, said that Sir- Glendale, called the "Sirhan
ban
will be confined on death bill" died in the Criminal Prorow.
cedure Committee when Moor"He will be totally isolated,"'head
failed to muster the five
'
he said.
j votes needed for approval.
Guthrie and Wilson disclosed The measure was sought by
that Sirhan will be held in a the Department of Corrections
"buffer zone" cell — the mid- to enable it to house condemndie cell of three on death row. ed murderers at prisons other
The two on either side will be than San Quentin where the
vacant. Special guards will gas chamber is located. The
be assigned to his cell block. Department contended some
Guthrie noted that the 78 con- convicts needed special treatvicts on "the row" now must ment for emotional or mental
walk in full view of other in- problems unavailable at San
SIRMAN B. SIRBAN
mate through an open prison Quentin.
"yard- where prisoners exer- In preparation for Sirhan, Lag of food by inmates,
a pricise.
the state spent $2,700 to re- vate kitchen was built where
model
maximum
security
a
"It is right through the main
guards would prepare Sirhan's
compound, right through the cell complex at the Vacaville meals. Each of the suite's
entire population," Guthrie prison where he would be iso- three windows was fitted with
said. He reported Sirhan wotud lated. The suite includes a cell bullet-proof glass.
be escorted by security guaros for visitors, another for a show- The cell will
be retained and
"fore and aft" — in the front er and a third where he would used to confin
e temporarily
live.
and to the rear.
other death row prisoners UnThe measure by Assembly. To prevent possible poison- dergoing psychiatr
ic treatment.

WYNSTON-SALEN, N. C. —1 Police alst pattled
°est
(UPI). — Police restored rela- with guns fn. a Istegro rea npot only in the witnesses' state1
I
tive calm to the Negro section tial neighbor-hood.
ments but in the reaction of the
of Winston-Salem early Tuesda
Winston-Salem Police ,
study committee itself."
following a second consecuJustus Tucker said, however,
tive night of brick throwing by
that damage to store windows Tucker said he would make
gangs of Negro youths.
was less Monday night than the no decision in the case but
Several fires were reported.
would turn the evidence over
night before.
Police exchanged gunfire at
the court.
to
James R. Beasley, 22, shot
least twice during the several
while trying to escape arrest
hours of disturbances.
Sunday night was listed in
One gunfire exchange came "poor condition" at a hospital.
while Police pursued Negro A police investigative com- Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
youths fleeing from a looted mittee held a hearing Monday that lasts with ORA-L. Speed-releaSe
formula puts it to work Inliquor store in a predominantly for officer D. R. Williams who stantly to
stop throbtang
white section of the city. A 16- fired the shot at Beasley. Fol- COOthaCh• pairs, Co safe docyear-old youth was arrested lowing the hearing. Tucker tors recommend It for
.•1.
WSW n .
and charged with store break- said, "in view of all the stateing.
ments of the people who have

TOOTHAC HE
'ora-joi

Pay Hike Out
Weighs Drop ••
In Work Week •▪ ..,..,
•

Continue
and a local band playing. It
starts at 6.
The program on Saturday
will begin at 11, and will feature the Rev. Mr. Bell. It will
he broadcast live over Radio
Station WLOK, and will feature
the band of Johnny London.
The final program will be
on Sunday at 3 p.m. The
speaker will be the Rev. Dr.
H. Ralph Jackson, director of
the Minimum Salary Department of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church. A number of
local choirs have been invited
to sing.
The public is invited to support the new businesses.

le SRN

1[0.E.B..,.1S
COUPON

111 FIE

Gesturing with open arms, the Rev. Paul
Reinert (second from right), president of
St. Louis University, speaks with Negro
students in the dean's office that they
seized. Rev. Reinert met with the group
of Association of Black Collegians 1 o r

nearly six hours in the occupied office before the sit-in ended early Tuesday. Reinert expressed regret for alleged harassment of black students and called for efforts to improve relations. (UPI Telephoto)

selector. At the same time,
Delta sent him to Memphis
State University for an introductory course in business in
the evening.
Melvin Guy has been promoted to the position as a
quality control specialist at
Malone and Hyde and given a
raise in salary. And there is
room to climb for a young
man of his qualifications, he
believes.
Since getting a job in Memphis, the young man has gotten married, and his wife,
Carrie, is employed as an assistant counselor with Delta
Education Corporation.
Under a grant from the
FORT ORD, Calif. — (UPI)i groes suffered from discrimiU. S. Department of Labor, — The defense called a sur- nation in the Army prison. He
the organization is training prise Negro
said blacks did the most work
witness Monday
young people for a number
and stockade guards broke up
trial
the
of 14 Army prisoners
jobs in the Memphis area.
any discussion among Negroes
charged with mutiny for pari•
with comments like "What's
ticipating in a sit-down strike
the
at
San Francisco Presidio
stockade.

Black Witness
Testifies At
Presidio Trial
I

this? A Black Panther meeting9"
After telling of alleged racial discrimination at the stockade, Stephens was asked why
neither he nor any other Negroes participated in the Oct.\
14 demonstrations.
Other witnesses at the courtmartial proceedings Monday
were two defendants, Pots.
Richard Duncan, 29, of St. Helena, Calif.. and Danny R.
Seals, 22, Orangeville, Calif.
Duncan and Seals gave testimony similar to that of 10
previous defendants concerning alleged crowded and unsanitary conditions in the I
stockade.

charged

that Ne-

With insurance...
it's having every available policy,
then picking the one
that suits your client best,'

eWith gins..,it's what
suits your taste best. I picked
Gordon's. I find it smoother,
drier, and a great mixer.,,
Sarrders Stone. President of Senders Stone Inc is among the ten top
insurance
salesmen in the country Active in community housing. he was Ohio'slife
representative to the last Servor Citizen's Conference in Washington, C
0

Here's our starting line-up, and what a lino-up it
is! There is not a rookie in the bunch! Each of these
cars has shown it has what it takes to give you
safe, trouble-free driving.

'67
FAIRLANE
adoor sedan, •vtomatic.

$125 Fic'Z'Xi $1195

radio, heeNr, whitewall tires, wheel
co•ers. One raw, like new.

'67
OLDSMOBILE ...S200 FlINTVE $1795
442, jos* like new, low mileage, 4-speed.
and 'wear,

denrIM

IfOWing.

real Ow

'68 COUGAR
'67
CHARGER
Lev tr,:,•age, fuN equipped,
'65 L.T.D.

automatic trans., radio

S150 r,V.Z4E $2495
ri

S125 F Ir:rrt.XE $1495
SIO0 F 11:::)
A 4E 5 995

MUSTANG
'67
SO ,,77.,TZE $1195
Seal rlr• i.l IA* new r adio. heater, whitewall firm, low Inilmo•
'66
MUSTANG
2-door hardtop.
I,rer. Nice.

S 95

$1095

F!HAVE
automatic trans., VI, rano and heater, whitewall

'65
FAIRLAHE. ....... S100 FirAwNcwE S 795
4-door, eufornatIc
V-II, radio and heater, wheel nevem
whitewall fires, low mileage.

Ten 1969 Demo's to pick from. Save up +o $1,000.
Fully equipped with factory air, low mileage, 2,000
to 4,500 miles.

LARGE SELECTION OF NEW FORDS

HERFF on SUMMER
Ntm Mau t,
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SWEATERS.
SKIRTS, PANTS
LOEB CLEARED
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2450 SUMMER

458-1151
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IOEBS

CLEANING
COUPON•

s
rrogfit

2 SKIRTS, PANTS OR
SWEATERS
LOEB-CLEANED
"
2 DRESSES, SUITS OR
LOEB-C
COATS LEANED•

$1•401
$2.70! :
,
4
-<

•

.
Wt4-4

a
Buy one $1.85 Loeb 6-pack—
Get one 50C pt. Loeb BBQ Beans:2

d

rI a
WITH THIS COUPON
imaism••■••••sameall•• •
INIBI•••••■••••111111•1111ENN
WITH THIS COUPON

I•1

by William "Bill" Loeb

tha'
t s Busch® baby

BUSCH ...from Anhsussr-Busch, Inc., St.
Louis, Mo.

'65 Country Squirt $150 FINANCE $1395
10-pessonger station wagon, factory air,

Gordon's Ottsnood1.!
lantm,&glow!in MI.
Its eft 11.1aa sallor in England.
*verb fond of world
PINS WIMININI MOW ININtalt

•
'
ti c/

=
r • MI,..V
_

"And I'm telling it like it is. People today are moving
on up—reaching out for the best. And the best is Busch.
Premium brewed with costly barley, virgin hops. The
only popular-priced beer in America with in -brewed carbonation (our own special way of putting fine bubbles
in beer). The best popular-priced beer in America
? That's
Busch, baby. And we can prove it."
Look for the special Rosko display wherever you buy
beer.

The witness, Joe Stephens,
20, Berkeley, Calif., said he is
now a civilian but was in the
stockade when 27 white soldiers held the demonstration
last Oct. 14.
Stephens

SAN FRANCISCO — An overthe-year increase in average
hourly earnings outweighed a
small decline in the workweek
and boosted the weekly paychecks of Bay Area factory
workers this February, according to Albert C. Beeson,
director of the Department of
Industrial Relations.
In manufacturing as a whole,
weekly earnings in the second
month of 1969 averaged $152.49.,
a jump of $9.80, or 6.9 percent,
from a year ago. Four groups
—chemicals, leather, electrical
equipment, and instruments—
recorded all-time highs for
weekly earnings.
At $3.91, hourly earnings of
manufacturing production workers were up by 27 cents from
February a year ago and remained unchanged from this
January's average. Over a
fourth of the industries registered record hourly earnings
in February. The workweek was
down by 0.2 hour from February 1968 to 39.0 hours.
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Memphis Firms To Employ, Train

• Left Side

229 Jobless Persons Fo JOBS

:DOWN FRONT.
Enterprises at 924 Kerr.
It is rumored that brothers
are going to rush over and buy
out the grocery store not leaving even a grain of sugar on
the shelves. Then they claim
they will either take their
cleaning out of the Afro American Enterprises Cleaning Shop
CITY POWERS to be can
or put something in to he
always find money to further
cleaned. Brothers and others
their cause, example: Pay off
will browse around the cute
a construction company to
little wearing apparel shop,
further segregation in Frayser
heavily stocked with colorful
or bringing Garrison on MemAfrican
Afro-American
and
phis State ' Campus, but not
garments and jewelry.
Adam Clayton Powell. MemBY THAT time brothers
phis State should take a long
long look in the mirror and will be hungry, but A. A. can
straighten up. They don't like take care of that too with the
Garrison either, but he has a Afro-American r e st a u r ant
serving chitterlings, and others
ticket to ride; he is white.
Most soulful corner in Mem- soulful delicacies daily.
phis, Tenn., on the week-end REV. EZEK IEL
BELL
will be the A. A. Corner. Just (Zeke) and others will be on
in case you are not with it, hand to meet and greet the
A. A. stands for Afro-American customers.

COMING ON STRONG is
Harry L. Strong of the Mallory
Knights, who as always is eager, willing, ready and able to
give assistance to the needy
365 days of the year.
NEWS IN BRIEF: The editor who has gotten out of the
old buggy into a new bug.

TENNESSEE'S BLACK LEGISLATORS —
The eight Negro members of the Tennessee legislature now in session, were guests
of Tennessee A&I State University at a
special convocation last week. Five are
shown with President A. P. Torrence.
Standing from left are Senator Avon Witllama, Nashville; Representative My & n

Work Of Black Artists
Displayed At College

King, Memphis: and Representative Harold M. Love, Nashville. Seated from left
are Representative M. G. Blakemore, Nashville; President Torrence; and Representative I. H. Murphy, Memphis. Blakemore,
Love and Atty. Murphy are Tennessee
State graduates.

Memphian Appointed
A Clinical Fellow

and
A Black Art Show, sponsor- les Gregory. BennieLane
ed by the Art Department of Robert Carter.
LeMoyne-Owen College, is be- Joseph Smith, associate proing continued through Friday fessor of art at LeMoyne-Owen,
of this week. It is set up in the saki: "I am trying to make
,
Alumni Room of the Hollis F Memphis aware of these young
Price Library and is open to black artists. I want this to be Dr. Alvin H. Crawford, a
Memphian and graduate of the
the public.
an annual affair and plan preTennessee ColThe show, which features senting awards next year. In University of
of Medicine, on recommenlege
local black artists, opened last the past, they have had no indation from the chief of orthoweek as part of the college's centive to do anything.pedic surgery, has been apannual Spring Arts Festival. ' Luther Hampton, who has
pointed a clinical fellow in the
On exhibit are the works of exhibited his works in several
Department of. Orthopedics at
Luther Hampton, Louis Hamp- local shows. assisted Mr. Smith'
the Massachusetts General Hoston Jr., David Green, John in setting up the exhibit at Lepital in Boston.
B. Hunt, Albert Wallace, Char- Moyne-Owen.
As a clinical fellow, he will

Five Memphis Students
Honored At Stillman
Five students from Memphis
w ere a mong
those
honored during an h onors
convocation this week at Stillman College. Stillman, founded
in 1876, is a four-year liberal
arts college which is an agency
of the Presbyterian Churc h,
U. S. and is located at Tusca-

Memphis Girl
Inducted Into

loosa, Ala

the world's foremost hospital
for diseases of children.
He is currently on leave of
active duty from the U.S. Naval Medical Corps where he
maintains the rank of lieutenant commander.
He and his wife, the former
Miss Alva Jamison of Memphis,
reside in Chelsea, Mass., with
their children, Carole and Alassist in surgery, supervise vin, Jr.
patient care and assist in the
teaching of medical students
from the Harvard Medical
School.
Dr. Crawford has also been
accepted by the Harvard MediTERMITES-ROACHES
cal School to spend a year in
WATER BUGS -RATA
residency in the Children's OrLicensed and Bonded
thopedics at the Boston ChilCALL
US BEFORE YOU An
Medical
Center,
Hospital
dren's

Muriel Curry, a junior and
the daughter of Mr. and Mr•
Nizer Curry of 1495 Compton.
Memphis, was inducted into
the Alpha Upsilon chapter ot
Alpha Kappa Mu., honor society. She is a member of
Gamma Sigma Iota honor society and is on the staff of the
Stillmanite, the college yea r
book.
Named to the dean's list for
the fall semester were Katrina
A. Wortham, Stennis B. Trueman. Alma Allen and Delores
M. Tyler.

Memphis firms will hire'stein's, Shainberg's and Le- wage after training is $2.13 to
$3.76 an hour.
and train 229 disadvantagedl vy's, all of Memphis.
less persons under the Job Memphis Jobs, Inc., under a
Another Memphis firm, The
Opportunities in the Business Labor Department contract of Trojan Luggage Company will
Sector (JOBS) program, Wil- 06,084, will provide 20 to 29 provide training for 100 unemliam U. Norwood, regional weeks' training for 21 jobless ployed or underemployed permanpower administrator, U.S. persons, through a consortium'sons for 17 to 43 weeks io otDepartment of Labor, an- of three Memphis employers: cupations connected with the
nounced this week.
Nylon Net Company, Delta manufacture
of lug g age.
The JOBS program is a joint Education Corporation, a n d $151,332 in Federal funs has
effort of the U.S. Department John T. Fisher. Upon comple- been allocated for the project
of Labor and the National Al- tion of training the projected averaging $1,513 per trainee.
liance of Businessmen to find wage is $1.85 to $2.05 an hour. Projected wage upon complejobs for 614,000 disadvantaged The average cost per trainee is tion of training is $1.70 an hour.
jobless persons in the Nation's $2,671. The training will be in More than 172,000 job pledges
125 largest cities by June 1971. occupations such as knitting have been announced to date
Under a U.S. Department machine operator, employment by private industry and more
of Labor contract of $111,953 interviewer, clerk-typist, chauf- than 145,900 'disadvantaged jobless persons have been hired.
with Memphis Retail Merchants feur and stock clerk.
Life
Insurance Of this number, about 88,000
Association, a consortium of six Universal
companies will train 37 disad- Company, Memphis, will pro- are still on the job.
vantaged jobless persons for vide 26 to 39 weeks' training The Secretary of Labor has
from 15 to 41 weeks, at an ave- for 30 jobless persons as clerk- set up procedures to enlist the
rage cost per trainee of $3,026. typist, insurance salesman and resources of private industry
Upon completion of training, key-punch operator. $106,190 in in providing jobs and training.
the trainees will have perma-'Federal funds has been allocat- Under these procedures, funds
nent full-time jobs and earn ed for the project, averaging will be provided to help comfrom $1.70 to $2.13 an hour. $3,540 per trainee. The project- panies offset the cost of reThe training will be in occu- ed wage after training is cruiting, remedial education,
pations such as manager train- $1.95 to $3.00 an hour.
counseling, on-the-job training;
ee, porter, cashier, shipping Union Protective Life Insur- supportive services such as
clerk, packager, sealer, order ance Company, Memphis, will minor medical care and transclerk, stock, clerk and sales- train 41 jobless persons for 26 portation where needed; and a
who to 39 weeks as salesman and production differential based
person. The employzrs
make up the consortium are: clerk-typist. Federal funds al- on what an average untrained
Dreifus Jewelry Compan y, located, $152,581, averaging disadvantaged worker produces
Goldsmith's Kroger's, Lowen- $3,721 per trainee. Projected during the training period.
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Spring Carnival of Values!

Wm" 10 a:m.-9:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

ONAirm

• PEST

EXTERMINATING CO:
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

EVERS
BUY BONDS O.Z.
FOR
FREE ESTIMATES

PH. FA 7..6031.

Indoors or
Outdoors

HANDCRAFTED

QUALITY SOLID-STATE AM CLOCK
RADIO

PORTABLE TV

Quality!
111041!

Great Value in Zenith Quality Sohd-Stete AM Clock
Racho • The PACEMAKER • Model Z260—Features
automatic electric clock with clock/radio switch am:
radio alarm. Cool operating tran3istorized radio has autoclam gain control, built-in 4Vavemagnet' antenna
Choice of colors.

.

•\.

Say

$15"

Charge it...

Honor Society
•

L
Miss Wortham, a senior. ,
the daughter of Mr. and Mr-,
,Floyd V. Wortham Sr. of 775'
E. Davant Ave. At Stillman
Gloria C. Stewart. daughter she is a member of the Tiger.
of Mrs. Glennie M. Dennis of ettes, Math Club, UNCF Coun904 Latham St., Memphis, Tenni cil, chairman of the film cornwas inducted into Alpha Upsi- mittee, second alternate to
ion chapter of Alpha Kappa Mu Miss Stillman, 1968-69, a memhonor society during an hon.. ber of Who's Who, and a memors convocation this week at ber of the College Self Study]
Stillman College at Tuscaloosa, Committee.
Ala.
senior,
Mr. Rrueman, a
Miss Stewart also is a mem- is the son of Mr. S. B. Trueber of Gamma Iota Sigma Hon- man of 387 G. Lauderdale: Miss
or Society, Alpha Kappa Alpha Allen is the daughter of the Rev
sorority, and the college year- and Mrs. William Allen of
book staff. She also is a:13033 Yale Ave., and is a juStillman Scholar.
nior. Miss Tyler, a sebiar. is
She is scheduled to graduate the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
M I.. Tyler of 479 Jacklyn Ave.
in August, 1969.
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[1®®k< of authentic styled

fine-furniture cabinetry...
the breathtaking sound
from precision components!

1

ALL NEW
1969
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‘
The BERKELEY • 21305
The Companron Series
Lightweight! Super Compact! Perfect for
porch, patio,den or bedroom! Beautifully
molded cabinet in choice of 4 decorator
color combinations. le diagonal picture
...74 sq. in. screen.

INOW
DELUXE

SOLID-STATE CONSOLE STEREO
with MI/AM/Stereo FM Radio

are TNT
arE
PWW.

Special This Week Only!

PLASTIC
COVERS
*7495
84" sofa with
matching chair

With vacation time for school children almost
here, protect your furniture with our zip-on custom-made plastic covers. Choose from clear
plastic or color tints. Cut and fitted in your
home.
Budget Terms • Free letintetes

PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER CO.
Mode, C5ori Ph. 452-6541
3229 Summer Iaok
Open 9 to 5 Monday thru Friday

NO
71R,
nOuS
Or(

Made in the
U.S. Government Inspected Kitchens of

The DVORAK • Z931 W
Distinctive Modern styled cabinet in genuine
oil-finished Walnut & Pecan veneers and select hardwood solids.
Pivotal louvered doors. Center lift lid, record storage space

THE NAT BORING PACKING CO.
Remember..
Nothing like a snack
made with

fresh King Cotton Cold Cuts.
Try Some.

The quality goes in before the name goes on
•

145°
PER

MONTH

BUY NOW! NO MONEY! MONTHS TO PAY!

3230 JACKSON AVE.
In Gateway Mall

EASTGATE I SOUTHGATE
5100 Park Avenue

'1833 So. Third Street
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Manassas Hi Graduate Teenagers To Solicit
Will Study In Europe For St. Jude Hospital

Miss Sandra Yvonne Chambers, a graduate of Manassas
Thousands of teenagers willi lack of operating funds. But
High School, and now a sophotake to the streets in Mem- members of the ALSAC-St. Jud
more at Wilberforce University,
phis and Shelby County next! Board
has been selected by her shcool
of Governors are optiSunday in a massive protest
to study abroad for one year.
mistic that additional sources of
against catastrophic childhood revenu can be found
in Europe, at London England.
within
e
diseases.
Miss Chambers was selected
the next few years which will
because of her high academic
May 4 is the date for the 1969 allow the hospital to go ahead
standing at Wilberforce. She
Teenagers March for St. Jude with expansion plans.
was a competitior from WilberChildren's Rese arch Hosforce for the English Speakpital, and teens
frem all
ing Union's scholarship in
across the county will wear the
New York City. She is a candigiant Danny Thomas march
date for Sigma Omega Honorbutton.
Society.
The goal for the 1969 march
Miss Chambers is the daughin Memphis has been set at
ter of Mrs. Ruby Chambers
$100,000. $2.5 million is being
Howze, a teacher at Cummings
sought nationwide. In last years
Elementary School, who remarch Tennessee ranked 16th
sides at 1857 Waverly Avenue.
among 46 states, the District of
She is a member of the
Columbia, Canada and Mexico
PASTOR HONORED — Elder Thurman Burnett, third from
Ebenezer
SANDRA CHAMBERS
Baptist
Church,
national. Other participants are Wilbur Smith and Mrs.
with a total of $22,515.17, ac- "Stewards Day" will be celeleft, is shown accepting an award from Elder C. C. Owens
where
she
has
been
quite
acDeborah Barnett, sponsors, and the mistress of ceremoof Chicago, president of the Religious Workers Guild Intertive in the religious education Chapter, on the Wilberforce Icording to American-Lebanese- brated at Collins Chapel CME
nies, Mrs. Hattie Buntyn. (Withers Photo)
Syrian
Associated
Charities Church on Sunday, May 4, and
campus.
department.
(ALSAC), the fund-raising or- a special program will be held
Miss Chambers was recently Mss Chambers was preside
August 1962 at the Lane Aven- A-Prayer."
nt ganization which supports the
at 7:30 p.m.
pinned as a member of Delta of the Pyrami
ue Church."
d Club, and also Memphis research institution.
Others on the program hon- Sigma Theta
In 1961, Elder Burnett began i oring
Sorority, Beta head of the
The guest speaker will be
Elder Burnett were Elprobation line.
assisting Elder Benjamin Tem-I ders 0.
Michigan was first in total Criminal Court Judge C. Odell
T. Hines who offered
pletoo at the Second Pentecost. prayer
giving
among states
with Horton, a member and stew: Aaron Williams, who
al Temple Church of God in,
5203,471.35 last year, and Peoria ard at the Mt. Pisgah CME
read scripture; and S. Lowe,
Ill. led American cities in Church, and immediate past
who represented superintenA special program honoringSmith. Elder Owens was intro. Christ.
There were just a little over dents.
per capita gifts to St. Jude. director of hospitals for the
Elder Thurman Burnett was duced by Elder E. E. Dicker- a dozzn
members attending the
Now in its seventh year of City of Memphis.
held on Sunday evening, April l oon.
,church, but Elder Burnett Mrs. Hattie M. Buntyn, the
operati
on, St. Jude has become Music for the program
mistres
ceremo
of
s
nies,
was in36, at the Pentecostal Evangel In
his talk, Mr. Smith recall-1 worked to bring up church ex- troduced by Mrs. J. Scott
known around the world as a be sung by the Hamilton will
Ward.
1St lemp
pense and taught the members
High
cancer research center. Its School Glee Club
Christ at 1106 Hollywood. where ed bow Elder Burnett "wasi the blessings which come to Music was provided by the
under the dipatient
called
s
referre
are
to
d
the
ministr
by
physiy
in
Oetrection of Mrs. Lulah Hedgehe is the pastor.
those who pay tithe on their New Jerusalem Lambs, TemNASHVILLE — Director-Gen- of
Personnel for the Ministry cians in all parts of the country. man, a group which is
1 oberber 1954 and preached his
ple, Gospel Temple and Dar- eral Tedla
tops in
incomes.
The program was sponsored first sermon
Zeyoha
nnes
More patients are referred to the field
of High- of Education, he
in November At the death
in Memphis.
became inter- St.
by the Religious Workers Guild 11954.
of Elder Tcm-1 win Junior choirs and soloists er Education and
Jude from family physicians
External Re- ested in Peace Corps,
pleton. Bishop McEwen ap- Mrs. Martha Dickerson and
International On hand from
which for treatment of leukemia The general public is invitlations
for
the
"After
Ethiop
much
ian
Mrs.
work
J. Scott Ward.
and re- pointed him the minister of the
Mini- supplies many teachers
Chicago to. present the award
to his than any similar institution in ed to attend, and a special inmaining faithful to bis
to Elder Burnett was Elder
vitation is given to stewards
church.
Remarks on behalf of the stry of Education was recruit- educational system.
C. our late Bishop A. B.
After his the world. It is the nation's
McEwen Elder Burbett is also pastor mothers was given by Mrs. ing at Tennessee A&I State
deacons in the Memphis
and
C. Owens, president of RWGI.
only
medica
l
researc
h instipresent southern tour, he will
proceeded to officially equip of the Gates
University last week.
area.
Church of God in Annie B. Patton.
tution
establi
shed
A history of Elder Burnett's him for God's
especia
lly
for
return to Ethiopia to become
service by or- Christ at Gates, Tenn., and Sponsors of the progra
pediatric research.
work was presented by Wilbur daining
m wer The Ethiopian
him to the ministry in sponsors a service called "Dial- Wilbur Smith
educator join- an Associate Representative
and Mrs. Debo- ed three Peace
In
charge
Corps represenof Peace Corps pro- The annual budget of almost
rah Burnett.
$3 million is spent almost entatives on the University cam- grams in his native country.
tirely in the Memphis area.
pus in their efforts to recruit Mr. Sims
was born in Fort Significant advanc
es in treatfuture Peace Corps Volunteers. Adams,
Miss., recevied a de- ment of childho
For Complete
od cancer, espeHe will help to find the 8,000 gree at Alcorn
College, and cially leukernia. have
Qualit
y Service, Local
volunteers that Peace Corps joined Peace
been
needs each year by meeting Williams was Corps in 1966. recorded at St. Jude, which
Long
Distant and
born in Luling, provides not only hospita
students at a booth set up in Texas, holds
l care,
a degree from but medicines and
Storage,
thorough
The South Memphis District the Student Union Building Huston-Tillotson College, and follow-up out-patien
t care, all
and by speaking to classes and joined Peace
527-5
Call
297 for
Missionary Institute met at the
Corps in 1966 also, at no cost to patients.
student groups on campus.
Bromley was born in Ooltewah, A proposa
Free
Mt. Zion AME Church recently
Estim
ates
l for a $2 million
with the president, Mrs. M. R. Others helping him recruit Tenn.. received his degree expansion of the hospital which
E-Z
Storag
&
e
Van Co.
Tedd, presiding.
are three returned Peace Corps from the University of Tennes- would triple the number of hos493 S. Main St.
and joined Peace Corps in pital beds at St. Jude
The meeting began at 10 Volunteers, John H. Sims, a 1 see,
has
1965.
with a spiritual devotion by the PCV teacher at Nsukka Univerbeen tabled for the present, for
Rev. Mrs. M. V. Reed. The sity in Nigeria; Douglas Wiltheme was
New Forms of liams, a community development worker in India; and John
Mission."
The next meeting will be held Bromley, a teacher in Malayat the Cleo Hickman AME sia.
Church at 713 Harahan, and
Zeyoha
was educated in
the lesson will be taught by Addis nnes
Ababa,
capital
of
Mrs. Irene Massey.
Ethiopia. He has worked for
Mrs. V. A. Sherman is re- the Ethiopi
an Ministry of Eduporter for the group.
cation since 1950. As Director

Stewards Day

To Be Observed

At Collins CME

1

Elder Thurman Burnett
Cited During Program

Ethiopian Official
Visits Tals Campus

MOVING?

19.69

DODGE

Mt. Zion Hosts
Missionary Group

Super Bee
Sale

TOPS in performance, equipped with a blg 383 cu. in., 4-bbl.,
V-8 engine • Red Streak wide oval tires • 4-speed transmission • heavy duty brakes • rallye suspension • rallye
cluster instrument panel • ramcharper hood
in appearance with Bumble;Bee racing tripes • all
111 interior • chrome door post- mouldings • electric
clock • full carpeting • vinyl roof • deluxe wheel covers.

QUALITY STAMPS'
MORE FAMILIES SAVE,
MORE FIRMS
GIVE

HYMAN'S ANNUAL
WHOLESALE DAYS
Celebrating Bill Ding's Birthday

Tops 'in quality at only$3138
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CHUCK HUTTON CO.
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411:1/4" HARDBOARD
PANELING
Reg. $5.95 $3,95
Good Grade Latex Paint
(White and colors)
Armstrong and Celotex Tile
(Painted Bevel)
14 Stripping
Wrought Iron Columns

VA,
1 Oc sq. ff.

4c fin. ft.

Antique Kits (reg. $4.591
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9
5299
9
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TO SEE THAT YOU
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Jackson State Honors
A Retired President
The Jackson State College His plans for the future? He
family honored one of its found- is "looking forward to his oneing fathers, Dr. B. B. Dansby, - hundredth birthday. The prefourth
president (1927-194OP, vious eighty-nine, according to
With an informal birthday soc- Dr. Danaby,
were often over
ial on Thursday, April 17. in looked, forgotten and so on.
the JSC Campus Union. The But in his words, "There is
occasion was Dr. Dansby's something special about oneninetieth birthday.
hundred."
Coordinating the observance
was the director of Alumni Affairs, Hilliard L. Lackey, who
tomments, "We have had
some great leaders and benefactors of Jackson State. However, Dr. Dansby stood between
the College and utter nothingness during the most perilous
time in its history (1927-40). WASHINGTON
—(UPI) —
We are doubly fortunate to Organized labor attacked Preshave his keen counsel and in- ident Nixon's plan to close
spiration still available."
down 59 Job Corps centers.
..isat
The articulate educator from "If hundreds, or thousands
near Hogansville, Ga., served of untrained poorly educated
TIME OUT FROM SEMINAR — Dr. Frank
Washington State University. He is pictured
the college in several capaci- youth drift into the stagnate
E. Cole, seated, center, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
with Dr. John Buehler, right. professor
ties
including
was in Memphis recently to conduct a
mathematics of unemployables, they will
of chemistry at LeMoyne-Owen, and two
teacher (1911-1923). assistant cost the nation much more in
science seminar at LeMoyne-Owen College.
science students at left, Forrestine J. 011ieff
to the president and registrar the long run in crime, drug adHe is a 1961 graduate of LeMoyne and later
and John E. Hamilton.
(1940-1952; advisor and con- diction, and higher welfare; earned the Ph.D. degree in mathematics at
sultant (1952). He is also on costs," said Andrew J. Biemil-,
the Board of Directors of the ler, legislative director of the
Jackson tate College Develop- AFL-CIO.
ment Foundation. Overall, he Biemiller told the House Eduhas dedicated fifty-eight years cation and Labor Committee
to the College.
that the Job Corps, which
Dr. Dansby twice a widower, trains young school drop-outs,
lives modestly in Jackson with "should be kept at least at its
a niece, Miss Patria Dansby, present size."
daughter of his brother. His The labor spokesman said $2i
only
grandaughter, Miriam, billion requested by Nixon in
lives next door. He speaks fiscal 1970 for antipoverty profondly of three great grandchil- grams should be "substantialdren, two of whom are freq- ly increased to permit Office
By EUGENE V. RISHER est White House advisers met current generation of students
uent visitors from next door. of Economic Opportunity
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — for two hours with nine repre- as -one that deeply cares
He loves to travel and takes (0E0) programs to reach
President N i xon
yesterday sentatives of 253 college stu- about America, about our systrips to Hot Spring, Ark., to those whom they were intendcondemned student revolution- dent leaders and editors who tem and our education sys"limber up a bit." However ed to help."
aries bent on seizing control have declared their intention tem" and said responsible
his quiet hours are spent re- Retention of 0E0 "as the of their campuses as well as to refuse induction into the dissent helps educational insticording his memoirs. He has command post of the antipov- college
administrators
who military as long as the Vietnam tutions from becoming stultiwritten two books, "A Brie! erty effort is important as a don't "have the backbone to war continues.
fied.
History of Jackson College", visible symbol to the poor stand up" to violence.
Nixon's national security afand "A History of the Missis- and to the country at large," In his strongest public com- fairs adviser, Henry Kissinger,
sippi
Teachers
Association.1 he said.
ment on student unrest sweep- answered the students' quesing the country, Nixon said tions for 90 minutes. For the
that "we accept, we welcome, next half-hour John D. EhrlichFIRS MEMP141 'UNI
we encourage" peaceful dis- man, the White House counsel,
sent and a student voice in and Charles B. (Bud) Wilkin- HELD OVER 2ND BIG WEEK
WATCH THE LEAD...
son, a presidential aide, joined
education.
But his final words in an the discussion.
WHEN THERE IS NO SPLIT
extemporaneous 2 0 - m i n ute Afterward, the session was
OF THE BREAD!
speech before a U. S. Cham- summed up for the students
ber of Commerce meeting by Roger Black, 20, Houston
were drowned in applause Tex., an editor of the University of Chicago student newswhen he aged:
paper Maroon.
"When we find situations in "We were all impressed, to
numbers of colleges and univer- some extent, by their listening
sities which reach the point to us," he said. "But we're
where students in ,the name just as far apart as we were
of dissent and in the name of before. Maybe we might underchange terrorize other students stand each other somewhat
By JERRY MITCHELL
pitals.
wheu better." .A few students in
CHARLESTON, S.C. —(UPI) The march on the courthouse and faculty members,
murmered "no,
they background
when
files,
rifle
came
after
they
the
demonstrators
— Police arrested 23 persons
Tuesday for blocking a hotel went in small groups to a point engage in violence, when they no."
Black accused the Nixon
entrance, bringing to nearly near the building, then started carry guns and knives in the
administration
of "trying to
it
is
I
say
then
classrooms,
400 the number jailed in con- marching three abreast. Hightrade a political settlement in
tinuing demonstrations in sup- way patrolmen, backed by Na- time for the . faculties, board
JIM BROWN
Vietnam for an entire generaport of striking hospital work- tional Guardsmen, set up a of trustees and school adminisAmericans."
Malcolm
tion
of
the
backbone
have
to
trators
line across the sidewalk and
JULIE HARRIS
ers.
Barker of Muhlenburg College,
The Rev. Andrew Young. an street and Conroy halted the to stand up against this kind Allentown, Pa., said he found
DJAHANN CARROLL
of situation."
officer of the Southern Chris- m rchers.
it "distressing that these peo- 421.
PANAvISiOto mETROCOLOR
Conference "There is nothing illegal Nixon urged college adthin
Leadership
ple are still talking seriously
PLUS
(SCLC) said civil rights lead- about walking on the sidewalk," ministrators to consider con- about the domino theory . . . "
suggestions
ers will conduct marches twice he told them, "but you are in structive student
cir- when I do not think it applies."
a day until the city's two big- such a large group that you for change, but "under no
Black said Ehrlichman did
(the
they
should
cumstances
are
completely
blocking
the
gest hospitals recognize a union.
STRANCER
not
try to talk them out of reof
control
given
students)
be
"We will stay until we win sidewalk.
urged
but
111,1URNS
drafted
to
be
fusing
universities."
"If you want to leave, you the colleges and
or die," he said.
no compro- them to consider the possibili.
MGM
Mrs. Coretta King, widow of may do so," said Conroy. The "There can be
no sur- ty of strong reaction from the
lawlessness,
Perking Deily
Pr••
into two mise with
slain SCLC leader Dr. Wortin marchers s p lit
if free educa- right wing in Congress and in
AMIE. 111011 P.M.
Luther King, Jr., was to speak groups, filed through openings render to force,
state legislatures.
Attend's* Os Duty
tionis to survive," he
in the police line and walked'
at a rally last night.
While Nixon spoke, his clos- The President praised t h e
Young, running the demon- back to a Negro church.
--strations while the Rev. Ralph In Washington, 21 DemocratDavid Abernathy, King's successor, is in jail, asked Police ic congressmen — most of
Chief John Conroy for a stand- them from New York — aping march permit. County re- pealed to President Nixon to
fused.
help the striking workers. They
About 200 young Negroes
asked
him to "send your most
an early afternoon
staged
representative" to Chartrusted
march on the courthouse, but
leston.
ararrests.
The
there were no
rests in front of the Francis But, beyond urging him to,
Marion Hotel were the first use his prestige, the group did,
not made during marches to not spell out exactly what they
one or other of the two hos- wanted Nixon to do.

Labor Attacks

Nixon Plan To

Ax Job Corps

Student Revolutionaries
Condemned By President
//fa, DAISY

23 More Join
Abernathy
In S. C. Jail

TELEVISION CAMERAMAN BEATEN BY MOB
Stephen Paszty, a television cameraman of
San Francisco station KPIX-TV, is beaten to the ground by a mob in the Fillmore
District, in an incident that took place
Monday. Paszty is in fair condition in a lo-
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Housing Officer
Gets Equality
Project Post
Kenneth B. Daly, 32, of faith movement to put the:
Queens Village, N.Y., was ap- economics of religious insticom- tutions behind the drive for
c o n struction
pointed
Project
equal employment opportunifor
specialist
pliance
Equality, a nationwide, inter- ties.
Daly was, formerly the contract compliance officer for the
New York Housing Authority,
evaluating the equal employment opportunity programs of
contracting firms bidding on
jobs for the authority.
In his new capacity, he will
work out of New York City for
Arthur West, Jr.. 48, of 640 the Chicago-based PE program,
liernado pl., is in the inten- in a pilot program aimed at
sive care unit of John Gaston assuring that construction firms
Hospital In critical condition, engaged in work for religious
and police are seeking a man institutions do not discriminate
who struck him in the head in their hiring and employment
with a board after the two practices.
argued about a woman who Before joining the housing
had come to Memphis from authority he was a job development and placement officer for
Detroit.
Mr. West was found uncon- JOIN (Job Orientation in Neighscious in a small field at borhoods) and was an assistFourth and Georgia. He has ant principal in New York's
PS 7.
not regained consciousness.

cal hospital. His camera was taken by the
mob. Violence broke out after a raid by
police on the nearby Black Panther headquarters. (UPI Telephoto)
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By LOUIS MARTIN
(Editor — Sengstacke Newspapers)

In the thirties, after he was deported from the
United States, having served a year in Atlanta's Federal Prison on a mail fraud rap, Marcus Garvey made
his headquarters in London. On occasion he would
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area
come to Canada and his followers would visit him is
Windsor, Ontario, just across the river from Detroit.
It was in Windsor, through the good offices of a
good friend, that I got a chance to interview Marcus
The first hundred days of the
Garvey.
even among stout Republican NixNixon Administration give no waronites.
In 1936 we established a weekly
rant of better days to come on the
newspaper in Detroit, the Michigan
To the extent that this can be
domestic front. There seems to be a
called a policy, it is a policy of amChronicle, and I had the good fortune
paralysis of will as to what policy
biguity, one which can only produce
to get William Sherrill to write a column
the President wants to be identilosers and not just among black
for the paper. Sherrill was an old friend
fied with as a barometer of his
Americans whose rights and opporand an ardent suporter of Garvey and
achievements.
tunities. are at stake. For it is hard
had been a ranking officer in Garvey's
There are, thus far, no hopeto see how the Administration can
Universal Negro Improvement Associaful signs that Mr. Nixon is about to
bring anything but trouble to itself
tion. Incidentally Sherrill's talented
implement the solemn words of his
— discontent and disappointment
daughter, Joyce, later became a featured
inaugural address. "The laws have
on all sides — by failing to give out
singer with Duke Ellington's orchestra.
caught up with our conscience," he
a clear and unambiguous signal in
Sherrill was both a great orator
said. "What remains is to give life
this matter.
and an
a interesting writer. Our newspaper promoted
to what is in the law: to ensure at
The resignation of Clifford
him
a candidate for the Detroit City Council and
last that as all are born equal in
Alexander Jr., as chairman of the
in a heated election, he racked up more votes than
dignity before God, all are born
Equal Employment Opportunity
any black candidate for the Council had ever gotten
equal in dignity before man."
Commission, is a troubling episode
narrowly missed nomination in a city-wide
Giving "life to what is in the
that leaves an unpleasant smell in
contest.
law," is an excellent formulation
its wake. The White House had anAnyway, it was Sherrill who worked out the arin the light of the black crusade for
nounced its intention to replace
rangements for me to meet with Garvey. At the apjustice and equality. But Adminihim the day after he had been the
pointed hour we showed up at a small hotel near the
stration execution of the Presiobject of a vicious attack by Sen.
river front in Windsor.
dent's inaugural dictum has mystiMY VIEW
Dirksen for his efforts to enforce
We knocked on Garvey's door for several minutes,
fied people by its immobility in one
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.
or
so
it seemed, before we aot any response. Finally
sector and its half-hearted perforThe implication that must be drawn
world-fam
the
ous figure cracked the door to look us
mance in another. This swinging
from that fact is that he Nixon
over
and
we
were
at once apologetic because it was
back and forth between upholding
Administration is not interested in
BENJAMI
By
N
MAYS
E.
the
obvious
Board
that
been taking a nap.
had
he
of
Trustees
of
the
schools
the law and temporizing about it is
equal opportunity for the black
within
the
Atlanta
University
When
Center.
he invited us in, I was somewhat surprised
causing many eyebrows to be raised
man.
This is April 18th, the day of the Our purpose in resigning is to enable at his appearance. He was shorter and stockier than
Annual Board Meeting of Morehouse the Black community to control their I had expected and he had the build of a wrestler.
College. I am writing this article while own education and toward this end an It was a small room and our gracious host insisted
There is a fragile and uneasy
being held a hostage, along with other entirely new process of control must be that we sit on the two chairs in the room while he
those detained. He proceeded to rerelationship between police of most
trustees of Morehouse College, by a established. We recognize and support sat on the edge of the bed. I should report also that
lease all but three of those in cusmajor cities and ghetto residents.
group of students from several of the the necessity of Black Power in educa- as Garvey ushered us in, his robe fell loose and it
tody.
In Detroit, recurrent exasperating
institutions that make up the Atlanta tion, and so we step aside. This act will twas ,a
clear
all o in
h that he, like t.m any moderns of our
The judge said he acted beincidents have aggravated that reUniversity C e nrelease us from all responsibility and
slept
birthday
cause he felt the arrests were unlationship to an explosive point.
leaves the schools in the hands of an inter.
Members
of
a
For
the first few minutes Sherrill and Garvey
constitutional, that the persons
The recent killing of a white policeterim committee of Alumni, faculty and
exchanged
news of mutual friends and I sat fascinated
held had been denied the right to
man and the wounding of another
Committee which
students to be elected from those rellistening to them. You could not miss the West Indian
counsel and that police had evidence
on the streets have heightened hosspective groups." Of course, no one signm e t with the
ageent of Garvey nor the excellent choice of words
that could be produced in court in
tility in that motor-city.
ed.
with which he expressed himself. He had a soft, peronly the three instances in which
In the wake of the shooting,
Morehouse Board
Among the demands are: The name
suasive voice and he reminded me somewhat of Robert
he allowed the arrests to stand.
142 persons including women and
of the Atlanta University Center to be
were four women
S. Abbott, founder of the Chicago Defender.
children meeting in the New Bethel
Detroit, which has not yet rechanged to the Martin Luther King, Jr.
covered from the disastrous riot of
As I began to question him about his current
Church were rounded up in a dragfrom Spelman,
University; Black control of the colleges
plans,
July. 1967. is split over Judge
Garvey would answer the question and after a
net arrest and held at police headthree men from
in the Center; and that the Trustees
slight
quarters without access to a lawyer.
Crockett's action, essentially along
pause begin to explain why he thought his acMorehouse, o n e
support the idea of a single university,
racial lines. His conduct in releasIn an indefensible display of firetion
was
necessary. Almost everything he said centerfrom Clark, one
merging the six institutions. They mean
ing the arrested persons will be
power and brutality, police entered
around
ed
plans or projects which 'called for the greatfrom
Morris
by black control that the majority of
the church with guns blazing, leavplaced before a newly formed juditer
organizati
aniu
o
zatsio
on
onmeotfhib
blacks
nlg.
for helping themselves to
Brown, and a prothe trustees be black. They really wantcial tenure commission. What needs
ing four dead, 14 seriously woundbuild
buy
fessor from Speled to get rid of all white trustees.
to be investigated is the conduct of
ed and 100 bullet scars on the
man College. At ten A.M., the Atlanta
Garvey's UNIA owned valuable property in many
Dr. Martin Luther King, Sr., a
the police in using their guns and
church.
University Board adjourned, and the member of the Morehouse Board, vi- cities and vast tracts of farm land in
several states.
in resorting to the dragnet arrest
Police said they were respondMorehouse Board meeting was supposed gorously opposed changing the name of In some respects he was one of the greatest
black
ing to a shooting from within the
procedure.
to begin. It never got started. The Com- the Center to the Martin Luther King, capitalists and he saw the salvation of
Negroes
in
church, although this is disputed.
mittee refused to leave the Morehouse Jr. University. He felt that his son's basic economic terms. His philosophy
Judge Crockett was eminently
regarding
the
Three rifles, three handguns and a
Board meeting and presented certain de- name was being exploited. The More- "redemption of Africa" was an issue
correct when he said: "Because a
of international
device to spray Mace were recovered.
mands. The teacher from Spelman ob- house Board did vote to include an addi- politics but his special dream called
terrible crime was committed, it
for
the developSix hours after the incident, Reviously was in control of the gstoup. I tional nine members on the Board, all of ment of the rich natural resources
does not follow that other wrongs
of
Africa
as well
corder Court Judge George W. Croccame to the meeting at 9:30 this morn- whom would be black. There was no as political
be permitted of condoned. Indeed,
freedom.
kett Jr.. a black magistrate, opened
ing.'It is now 3:30 A.M., April 19, and meeting of the minds on the other deconstitutional safeguards are needI irritated him a little by bringing up the
court at police headquarters after
we have been chained in for seventeen mands.
name
ed even more urgently in times of
lof
Walter
White who was -then the head of the NAunsuccessfully demanding a list of
and a half hours. The group outside the
tension than in ordinary times."
So here we are, locked in the Board ACP and the
best known civil rights crusader in
room, in the hall, numbers about fifty room of Harkness Hall. (We will remain
the country. He was obviously bitter about his
or sixV and a Morehouse professor. Thp imprisoned for a total of 281
scorn/
2 hours). ful treatment by the leading
Negroes
during
doors
are
locked
his
and
chained.
My
guess
Some
of
the
group of students are most troubled days with
Black students have had senMetropolitan public opinion is
Uncle Sam which came to climax
is that students in the hall are from insulting; they curse and use
vulgar in his trial. Garvey also seemed
sational success in forcing high
growing weary of a' black moveto feel that the leadseveral institutions in the Center. Some language. We were permitted to go
to ership was jealous of the success
school and college administrators to
ment that has neither definition
of the UNIA which
of them are not students at all.
the restroom one at a time: after mid- he
bow to their will. Especially is this
nor social polarization. The econosaid
had
around
a
million
dues
-paying members
A noon on the seventeenth, a group night the trustees were not allowed to
so with respect to Black Studies as
mics of the idea has been adjudged
across the nation.
of students came to the Atlanta Univer- go to the restroom at all. If the
methods
a constituent part of the academic
impractical and unrealizable by reThe interview convinced me that the
sity Luncheon and presented the Trus- and demands of this group are
popular atcurriculum.
imple- tack on Garvey
putable economists. Black economic
on the grounds that he wanted to send
tees with a document for each to sign. mented, the black colleges will soon pass
Though they had to resort to
power is a fantasy at this juncall U.S. blacks back to Africa was unfair.
This document read:
He had a
away. I have never met a more insultstrenuous means to enforce their
ture. The Negro's financial status
greater
vision than his critics and it was founded
"We, the undersigned, resign from ing group in all of my
on
years.
demands, the goal toward which
is too limited at best to enable him
his faith that blacks could do anything
they wanted
they expanded their youthful enerto stand alone or as entrepreneur
to do if hey could really get themselves
organized.
gey has been reached. Thus, Ameriin a big scale operation.
Tight, cohesive organization with emphasis on
econocan history has been advanced one
The only sector on which black
mic power seemed to be his strongest principle.
more peg of identity and affirmapower is forging ahead is on the poOddly enough, he hardly said anything
about
tion.
litical front. Though they ascend
whites during the interview. I got the
impression
But, what of the black power
the political ladder of power
that Garvey felt that if blacks did what he
BIG QUESTION
So, again you say, a little hear.
wanted
movement? Is it dwindling into
through a coalition of the black
them
to do in developing their economic
If you had a very sore corn less apologetically, "Mister. But of all things, he simpl3
potential,
chaos and nothingness? One of the
vote, successful black politicians
on your foot, and some fellow N'ou're standing on my foot." glances around at you, in a sor the whites would be forced to respect
them.
movement's hampering weaknesses
was standing on it, what The Cat. still ignores you. Again.of milk duriousity. He turn
wisely avoid any reference to black
That evening following the interview, my wife
you say. "Look, Mister, you're I his head after a moment ami
would you do?
is a lack of unity and programmapower.
standing on my sore toe, and llooks the, other way. But he' and I attended his UNIA organizational meeting at a
tic design. Too many leaders with
Maybe
fellow
the
was
larger
The reason for their silence is
Windsor church. In his speech Garvey struck
than you and well-armed. — it's really hurting me. . .will still standing on your foot.
the
different catechism and different
obvious. They didn't come to power
you
please
shift
your
foot
over
same
theme, blacks should pool all their
Maybe he didn't like you and
So, then you get desperate
resources,
philosophical outlook are speaking
little?"
a
Still the guy pays no you feel
through the black vote alone. Inlet you know it. But still he
a match in your poc organize and build something of value for
themselves.
for the movement.
was standing on your very sore attention.
deed, it is reasonable to assume
ket. That thought conies to you
Garvey was born in Jamacia where blacks
Then
you
get
a
little
louder
C0113.
are in
Outside its college campus
to
hot-foot
the
foot of the guy
that those successful Negro candiSo. after a while the pain be- and more impatient. The foot who's standing on your foot the majority and he had none of the minority-group
manifestation, black power is prodates could not have won without
came a bit numb. But it was is paining so until it throbs. So, you srike the match and feeling of many black Americans. He had
a world
truding itself pretty convincingly in
some white support.
still numb. Then, say the guy So, you make up your mind stick it under the guy's shoe view of blacks and he took
in
Africans,
West
make
Indians
the
the political arena. Here, a consolito
guy
at
least
shifted his foot on yours, but
hear sole. The match burns. Shortly
The movement is falling apart
that you are talking to him the guy feels it. He stomp and black Americans as one great bloc of oppressed
immediately
placed
it
back
on
dation of the black vote has been
because its advocacy of separatism
the corn with the same vigor. and that you are complaining the fire out on the match, bu humanity. He was called a black nationalist but in a
able to translate the racial struggle
puts it in an irreconcilable conflict
our indifference to your feel- about what he is doing wrong his foot is hurting now.
sense he thought and talked in international
terms.
into positive accomplishment. The
with the crusade for civil rights, ings. What would you do?
to you. . .standing on your sore
As one listened to him, one felt inspired to
He hes lifted it slightly ove
foot.
do
election of a black Mayor in Gary,
Maybe you'd get tired. . .but:
and because it has alienated an imon your foot, which is stil something constructive, to do
something
knowing
the
guy
So,
concrete,
you
was
make
armed,
to
sure
he
hears
which was followed by the election
portant segment of the Negro popuhurting like blazes. But even
build a better world for suffering blacks everywher
maybe you'd say, in rather you the next time. . .You try that slight
e.
move
of a black Mayor in Cleveland are
on
his p a r
lation and scores of influential
apologetic tones. "Mister, could pulling your foot back ,from makes you
think that maybe His Black Star Shipping Line and other projects were
both triumphs of a black unity
white liberals who were committed
I get my foot from unber beneath his. You start singing you have
at last got the gtiv's not visionary but practical means to the
ends he
yours, lease?". But the guy loud to attract attention. You attention. In fact you
whose pattern of action may be reto the idea that or:1y through inteknow yot soocrht. The veteran leader' of
the
new
ignores
you.
He
stomping
start
acts
nations
wqh
as
your
if
you
other have his attoniion hu • *v.. he
of
peated elsewhere in the United
gration can America's racial dilemhad not even opened your too You call on other people starts f. ndlin4 his
giin ilsier Afeica are the first to tell you how much they owe
States.
ma be solved.
mouth.
around volt to make the ply/ and invina
"'"
"
"P. to Garvey's philonorl—
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San Quentin Inmates Held In Their Cells
wounded.
!to-cell shakedown of the prisonl on "a few hoodlums" of both
Warden Loiiis Nelson ordered for two years and within a few races.
the general lockup and postedibours had collected more than l Associate Warden Jim Park
extra guards on walkways and a score of ingeniously hand- conceded there was a '-great
amount of anger and a great
in the mess hall after two black made weapons,
convicts were stabbed in a Warden Nelson denied any amount of fear" among t h e
Monday morning scuffle.
general racial flareup at the 3,715 prisoners. About a third of
He also ordered the first cell- prison and blamed the trouble, of the ,inmates are black and
—
15 per cent of other minority
groups.
Guards saw a fight between
a handful of inmates in the recWASHINGTON — (UPI) — mg the cost of the program to stamps to about 5.2 million reation
yard
between
the
Sen. George S. McGovern urg- $1.8 billion.
persons with earnings less laundry and gardening area
ed Congress to provide free The bulk of the money, $1.5 than $960 a year in a family Monday They fired two shots
in the air and the prisoners
billion, would provide free food of four.
food stamps for the very poor.
fled, leaving behind the bodies
He charged President Nixon
of Floyd Neal, 39, a Los
with giving only the "barest
Angeles robber, and Calvin
nod to the hungry" in his new
Bonner, 44, Los Angeles convict serving time for assault
budget.
with a deadly weapon.
An a prepared Senate speech,
I Both men died of multiple
the South Dakota Democrat
stab wounds and guards found
said: "I had hoped that the
John Evans, of NBC News, and particularly for the seg- the two foot-long prison knives
administration's verbal comwill receive the Jacob Scher- ment covering the Democratic, on the scene.
mitment to the battle against
Theta Sigma Phi award for National Convention.
The twin slayings appeared to
hunger would be followed by
newswriting and community The award, presented In be the third round of the feud.
strong new programs and
service on Sunday, April 27 at memory of the late Jacob Jeff Cooper, a black narcotics
funds to combat hunger.
the annual "Ladies of the Scher, professor of journalism violator, was killed last Tues"But now we find no new Press" luncheon sponsored by
at Northwestern University's day and four white inmates
initiatives, and not a single the Chicago professional chapMedill School of Journalism, were the victims of non-fatal
additional dollar for the hun- ter of the fraternity for women newspaperman, and authority' knifings last Friday.
gry in the President's new bud- in journalism.
on press law and freedom of
Park said the cell lockup
Evans, with five other news information, is presented an- would remain in effect until
get.
"We find only the barest nod men, was named recipient of nually by the fraternity. This the warden feels the prisoners
to the hungry — an increase the award for his work as part is the first year it has been "can live and work in safety."
of $15 million — for nutrition of the NBC Newsteam which extended from daily newspa- 1They will be allowed out of
aid to teach the poor what to produced "1968: Year Unpre- pers to include radio and TV their cells for meals a n d to
1
2 hour special, stations.
meet visitors.
eat,
but not one additional dol- dictable," an 8/
HONORS PROGRAM OFFICERS — During the annual
talented. Members must maintain high grade point averlar
to
help
the
poor
secure
the
age while carrying additional honors courses. Officers are
banquet last week honoring members of the Honors Profrom left:. Miss Sue Douglas of Dyersburg, secretary; Mrs. food they need."
gram at Tennessee A&I State University, newly installed
McGovern is chairman of the
officers took time out to pose with their guest speaker,
June Miller; Hermitage, assistant secretary; Griff Watson,
President A. P. Torrence, second from right and Dr. McNashville, president; Miss Valeria Simmons, Memphis, Senate Select Cornmittke on
Hunger. After the panel heard
Donald Williams right, who directs the program. These
editor of "Honors Newsletter;" Miss Janet Watson, Nashstudents are in an especially designed program planned
ville, treasurer; and Edward Morgan, Detroit, vice-presi- testimony earlier this year
on malnutrition and worm inIs enrich the learning experiences of the academically
dent,
festation in South Carolina. The
Agriculture Department openBak•d in Memphis by Memphions
rushed rushed daily to your big
ed a pilot program of free food
Novi, & Knott supermarket for
stamps in two counties of that
maximum freshness.
state, Beaufort and Jasper.
McGovern, along with 30 cosponsors, has introduced legisHogue & tooth
lation to increase the over-all
Judges in an Interttational our panel of experts this year,"
Hamburger
food stamp program by about
sign Awards Program spon- Mrs. Harris was told by Don- Four
sophomores at Le-, South Lauderdale.
or Hof Dog
I $1.5 billion in fiscal 1970, raissored by Institutions magazine
ald G. Due, director of the Moyne-Owen College are en- Running unopposed for other -of Chicago have picked LeMoyne-Owen College to receive magazine's awards program. gaged in heated pre-electionloffices are Mary Baptist,
a
Design Awards Program spon- The caliber of all entries was campaigns for the post of presi- I sophomore of 1759 Norfolk, secAchievement in Food Service extremely high, and you may dent of the Student Govern- ond vice president; Earlene
and Sanitation.
be proud indeed to have won ment Association. The election Foster, a sophomore, of 635
this award."
will be held May 8, in the Stu- Jessamine, secretary; Melvin
Mrs Dorothy S. Harris, direcdent Center.
Wright, a sophomore of 1209 The South Side Socialite
tor of food sarvice and the Stu- The college's food service deClub will present its Annual
partment was designed by Hil- Campaigning for the presi- Texas, business manager; Cath- Tea in
the home of Mrs. Leslie
dent Center at the college, will
dential
office
are
Edward
Daverine
Edwards,
a
sophomore
liker Associates. of St. Louis
accept the award Sunday, May and installed by Southern is of 1870 South Wellington,, of 748 Williams, treasurer, and B. Haralson of 1492 Ethlyn ave.
Michael Exum of 84 East Trigg, Glen Blankenship, a junior of on Sunday, May 18, from 2:30
25, at a dinner honoring the Equipment Co.
Dennis
Henderson of 698 East 1944 Glory Circle, parliamen- to 4:30 p.m. Prizes will be givwinners in the grand ballroom
en.
Nathan,
Browne
Hogue & Knoli•
Gassner,
McLemore and Mrs. Claudine tarian.
of Knickerbocker Hotel, ChiMrs. Cleo Donald and Mrs.
and Seagrave were architects Ross of 1114 James.
cago.
Candidates delivered cam- Leslie B. Haralson were refor the LeMoyne-Owen student Two juniors
are in the race paign speeches Monday morn- cently welcomed into the
club.
"The task of choosing the center in which the cafeteria
for first vice president, Debo- ing, April 28, after they were
Mrs. Willie M. Monson is
winners was a difficult one for is located.
rah Harmon of 1893 Keltner presented to students in the chairman of the tea. Mrs. Clas- 1BROWN
and James Watkins of 429-C Student Center.
1-io§ua & kno*
sic Green is president.
SAN QUENTI N, Calif. —
(UPI) — All San Quentin eon
victs except those performing
essential
services
remained
behind bars Tuesday as prison
officals tried to halt a racial
feud that has left three black
prisoners dead and four whites

Urges Free Food Stamps For The Poor

Black Newsman To Share
Jacob Scher Award Here

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis

LeMoyne-Owen Dietitian
To Receive An Award

Sophomores Campaign
For Top Student Post

Socia ite Club
Plans For Tea
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IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T SAVE YOU
MONEY ON A 1969 IMPALA, HE
DOESN'T DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS.
See Tommy Grant

CD
MC

V)
M
CI

ADAMS STACY

ilIC

...for an outstanding buy
on a low mileage 1969
Impala 2-Door or 4-Door
Hardtop. Equipped with
air conditioning, power
steering, and automatic
Other
transmission.
power options available.

31.
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The Quality Remains ...
Long After The Price Is Forgotten

CA
....
MN'
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You'll w ear Stacy-Adams shoes
for years--k no w i n g they're the .
finest you can buy. Fine handcraftsmanship. . .rich styling. . .
luxurious leathers. . . assure you
instant and everlasting comfort-plus smart good looks that'll carry
you through many seasons.
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DETERGENT
Giant Size 55
Morrell Pride

HAM SLICES

Breast '0 Chicken

TUNA
TOWELS
2

95e
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Knife & Fork

CUT
BEANS
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PORK
SAUSAGE
3 lb. Bag 125

Pljt n

Real Meaty

HAM
HOCK
lb 49C

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

ito
as mins nazi crucc.di...
13V/S SVOV A3V1S SIIVOV A3V/S SIVVOV A3VB

Hogue & Knott

rj—

14 oz. 4#.%
can 1c

60_

PORK
LIVER
lb 27C

VIVA

61,12oz. Can

2 roll pkg.

Cm)
ANC

*Shcc!

light chunk style

ite or assorted colors

-

verybody
notice

367 Union
527-4471

Cold Power

lb.

UNION

TWO BEST PEACES TO GET—
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!

111

Fresh &Lean

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
CA
COI
31"

30/60 Day charge — 6 Month Revolving Charge
Mastercharge
Bankamericard

Bank Financing Arranged

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

PORK LOIN

E

SAVE UP TO $1000.00

2200 LAMAR
324-3671

MID
a0

I.

1578 LAMAR

3384 N. THOMAS

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

AM.to 7 P
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theworld of women
ERMA LEE LAWS

9

editor

"Nothing In life is Is be
in-law of the president: Mofeared — it is only to be ow
dean and Harry Thompson. )ear. A pretty girl, and the
derstood." Anon
Ethel and Willrard Bell and epitome in haute couture she
represents our town well !!!
Crude
and Ernest Young.
Potpourri
. The Flamingo
Felicitations also to Sherry
bridge set convened with Jean
The
M o numental Baptist Jackson, daughter of Hattie
( Mrs. Robert) Yarbrough at
Church held its eighth Annual and Civil Rights Leader Rev.
her home on Foster t'other
Calendar Tea Sunday and the H. Ralph Jackson upon being
Saturday night. Winging it in
tables representing the months awarded the John Phillip Soufor prizes of jewelry were
of the year were simply fan- sa Award at Hamilton High.
Mary(Mrs.'Howard) Robertson,
tastically beautiful. Gwen and She plans to attend Fisk Uni- A $24,895 matching grant has
NEWLYWEDS — Mr. and Mrs. James Woods are seen
Bertha ( Mrs. Raymond) Dllbeen awarded to Lane College
the Rev. Billy Kyles were gra- versity come fall.
here following their recent wedding in the home of her
lard and Eleanor (Mrs. Garcious hosts along with the It Seems the gremlins have under Title VI, Part A, Instrucparents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Irby of 2221 Eldridge ave.
mer) Currie along with guest
members of their church. Rev. gotten hold of cour copy again, tional Equipment Grants ProShe is the former Miss Katherine Irby. He is the son at
Hattie (Mrs. James) SwearenMr. and Mrs. Willie Stevenson of 2226 Eldridge.
Kyles has just recently re- and to our chagrin words gram of the Higher Education
gen.
turned from Detroit where he were scattered here and yon Act of 1965.
Elated over the "Girl Talk"
met with the Rev. C. F. Frank- giving a picture that was not The grant will be used to
stationery and indulging in a
lin
and others completing mean to be . . . it was Eura- purchase equipment and ma.
bit of the same were Jessie
plans for the "Sad Bowl" lia Fletcher's meeting
tenets designed to improve the
LAWS
LEE
ERMA
of the
( Mrs. Willie) Presley, Vera
which will feature black artists PATS that we learned
instructional program at Lane
of the
( Mrs. George) Clark, Warliese the gamut of lingerie . . .lof Mrs. Clarence (Barbara) at the Astrodome June 13-15.
in the following areas: Chemisdeath
of
Mrs.
Stella
Baldridge
( Mrs. Thaddeus) Horne, Wil- even lacy pantaloons, petti- Payne, a teacher at Stafford
The YWCA figured in the Jackson. We missed Mollie try-Physical Sciences, $20,083.
ma (Mrs. Leonard) Campbell, coats,
petti-pants, colognes, Elementary
Mrs. news recently and brought
Scho ol,
50; History, $2,367,23; Geo- The YW Wives Club of tivities and treats for the
Fields and Hazel Lee who were
Rio ( Mrs. Henry) Jackson, wallets, and gourmet wine Frank (Jeanette) Reynolds, a such speakers to our hamlet as
graphy, $598.80; English, $767. the No:th Area Center YWCA whole family.
not at the meeting because of
27; Music $7,954.71; Art, $8,
Fannie ( Mrs. Dorsey
West, jellies. Les Elites claiming librarian, Mrs. John E. (Bon- Dr. Richard E. Farson, from
is now making preparations for There will be booths of games
their mother's death. Heaven
533.10; Education and Audioand guests Ann Lockard and prizes were Dot (Mrs. William) ale) Churchwell, one of our fore- Los Angeles, he is a chairman
its first major fund raising proj- of skill such as fishing in
forbid, they were not seated at
Visuals, $2,700, and Physical
Mosley, Elma ( Mrs. William) mer Co-Ettes and a former of the Board of Trustees of
Joyce Johnson.
ect of the year. The Carnival, the wilderness, penny drops,
the bridge table . . their abpin the tail on the donkey,
It was elegance personified ' Mardis, she was glowing in Memphis schoolmarm, n o w Western Behavorial Sciences,sence was noted and the death Education, $6,713.75.
The proposal was written which will be held on Saturday, darts and many others.
when Dot ( Mrs. Walter) Evans orange: Joe ( Mrs. Harold) living in Arizona, and Willie Institute in LaJolla; Edith M.1 was the reason.
at
the
p.m.
4
starting
at
May 3
There will also be a White
director,' And then something happen- and submitted with the coopera- Oates Manor Auditorium, 1157
swung open the doors of hospi— Brooks, and Geneva (Mrs. Earl Bates, a district manager Lerrigo, executive
tality for Les Elites and Les! Lawrence) Floyd, and Ella at Universal Life Insurance Co. YWCA of the USA and Mrs. ed to the names of the male tion of the personnel in the North Manassas, promises ac- Elephant Sale and music gavarious departments representlore. Popcorn, peanuts, drinks,
Another highlight of the Robert W. Claetor, the first models at the PALS
Girls at her fashionable Ortie Mae (Mrs. Robert) Hewitt.
fashion ed.
hot dogs and homemade cake
Drive homestead. Named a Les Girls coming for awards breakfast and a very pleasant black president of the YWCA show. Certainly we could
not
and ice cream are just some of
Barbara
USA.
Neal
is
the
Evelyn
the forget those handsome
(Mrs. Williani) first was the tribute paid
best dressed woman in Ebony were
fellows
the delicious foods which will
a couple of years past, she Robertson, Joyce ( Mrs. How- sorors who originated the idea executive director of the Sa- which included Melvon Bonds,
be available.
was smart in a silvery bell ard) Pinkston, Modean (Mrs. of having the breakfast and rah Brown YWCA.
Charles Cannon, Robert WorMrs. Maxine Johnson, presibottom pants hostess outfit Harry) Thompson, Velma Lois they are Addle (Mrs. C. S.) `We attended an Institute in sham, Ed Harris, Theodore
dent of the YW Wives, has
and enormous rhinestone drop Jones, she also won raves for Jones, her sister Vivian White, Louisville at the American Pickett, Louis Morris and Al.
announced the following comearrings as she welcomed the her colorful Afro pants suit who now lives. in Cleveland, Printing House for the Blind last bert Presley.
mittees and their chairmen:
. ran into Hosea
two coteries. She was assisted with matching headband; Sa- Mildred (Mrs. Frank) Williams week
Club will publicity-Mrs. Josephine StanSocial
LaRita
The
Southern
Williams
the
Chrisof
Othella
Chandler,
Horace)
(
Shannon.
rah
(Mrs.
Mrs.
Joseph)
in receiving and entertaining
present a Fashion Show and ley and Mr. Valerie Pointer;
by Annabelle ( Nies, George) Gloria Lindsey, Maria (Mrs. and Sallie (Mrs. Caffrey) Bar- tian Leadership Conference at
Tea next Sunday, May 4, at decorations - Mrs. Emma Westhe airport when we were
Saunders and Josephine (Mm. Charles) Plnkston, she too is. tholomew.
the Klondyke Civic Club Build- son; Games - Mrs. Eula Mae
The Federal Job Information
Anderson) Bridges who looked one of Ebony's best dressed: , Tribute was also paid San- leaving; while in Lousiville
public Davis; prizes - Mrs. Erline
Center in Memphis has an- ing from 5 to 7 p.m. The
good in an outfit identical to Marie Bradford. and Gern dra Chambers, who will study we dined with Sam and Hugh
Burress; and food - Mrs. Marie
is invited.
Lincoln
Robinson,
the
Ella
(
at
Mrs.
Bill)
Little,
nounced
in
petite
an
examination for the
Dot's.
Diplomatic History at Hull
Elrod.
position of telephone operator
At individual tables resplen- her black and white pants out- University in London. She's School of which he is principal.
Mrs. Louis Porter will be For more information, call
with a starting salary of toi, narrator of fashions. Mrs. Mrs. Nancy
dent with sparking crystal fit*
the daughter of Soror Cham- Sam is the son of Mrs. Omar
Silver 527-9488 or
600 per year. It is rated as GS- Alma Morris is chairman.
of
brother
goblets and gleaming silver Making strong claims on the bers Howse; and is presently Robinson, and
682-3460.
3.
and china, the gals stuffed delights and animated conver- a student at Wilberforce Uni- Omar, Jr., Elsie and Melvin
A written test is required for
Mallamda. Halloe and Lillie
///,'// ///// //////,',////4%//..///////.*///////..://z//:
themselves on shrimp cocktail, sation were other Les Elites, versity.
The Alpha Church Congrega- the position, and
applicants
Robinson.
James
and
Robinson
salad, steaks which Walter Anita (Mrs. Dan) Suggs, who
S u e maeia Jenkins,
Cute
tion of the Temple of the Liv- must have had at
least one
broiled to perfection on the in., always looks like she just granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. His school is situated on 400 ing God at 1084 E. McLemore
12 or
door grill in the playroom,;stePped from a band box with James Hall and a student at acres and is for disadvantag- will celebrate its twenty-eighth year of experience as a telebaked potato, congealed fruifher tresses perfectly coiffur. Mitchell Road High was nam- ed exceptional children. A anniversary on Sunday, May phone operators.
Grob This Opportunity to
Applications and further inreal interesting and challenging 25.
salad, green peas so attractive ed; Blithe (Mrs. John) Strong, ed "Junior Miss."
formation may be obtained
home
another
boy
in tomato cups and hot rolls. Elizabeth ( Mrs. Willie) fur.
He's
job.
At that time, Bishop Victor from the Center at 167 N. Main
Mattie ( Mrs. William) CrossWalter. handsome with an as- ham, and Ernestine (Mrs. ley is president of the Mem- making good! Sam and Hugh- H. Williams, founder and presist., in the Federal Building,
cot at the neck of his sports Jarvey) Cu n ningham, her phis Alumnae Chapter Delta eall had spent the week-end in ding minister, will burn the
Monday through Friday from
outfit was the Caliph in the mate is building the new Park- 'Sigma Theta Sorority, Char- Yellow Springs, Ohio, where mortgage on the present build8:30
to 4:30, and as late as
Prices,
harem of lovelies and prepar- way Vista which has the town , lene (Mrs. James E.) Turner they saw the Hollis F.
ing. Many friends and visitors 8:30 p.m. on Thursday.
Leof
son
the
Hollis
is
ed the Brandy Alexanders for abuzzing.
Jr.
are
expected
attend
the allto
was chairman of Delta Week
dessert. Dinner was preceded
Other Les Girls on the scene and Fredricka (Mrs. Booker) Moyne-Owen College President day services, which will begin
by a very pretty potent punch. and selecting cartridges for the Hodges was chairman of the and Mrs. Price, heads ther with the Sunday School and 1
Black Studies Department at last through the night broadAfter the sumptious meal music box were Helen (Mrs. breakfast.
$1 to $5
the .fernmes turned to the lLongino) Cooke, Elsie (Mrs. Our special thanks to Emo- Antioch College.
cast.
:/ EAR44
every
week
the
given
Coming
we
were
then
to
Memphis
And
to
speak
hilarious game
of "Dub's Ted( Branch, Delores (Mrs. gene (Mrs. L. Alex) Wilson
in spare time
treatment by at the 3 p.m. program will be'
c a rpet
Bridge" for prizes which ran Harold) Lewis and yours tru- who graciously saw to it that red
and Win Free Prizes—
ly. Evie (Mrs. Odell) Horton we received breakfast even George Clement, who is with the Rev. Clarence H. Cobbs,I Mrs. Alberta Ford, reporter
Votookle Ionians
had to forego the session and though we were a mite late. Mammoth Life Insurance Com- pastor of the Church of Deliv-1 for the DAC Club, was the
experience gained will
bag life-Nag liewit.
attend a dinner with her mate, We also won a bottle of pany and a frequent visitor erance, along with members. hostess when the organization
held its Hat Show on April 13.
the Judge. Incidentally he champagne thanks to the priz- to oar town. He sent hellos to of his congregation.
II
Area lay /2 w0/de,Um This Coupon Na,
was excellent when he spoke es garnered by Jo Bridges who his bridge cronies, B. G. Olive, The Rev. Lloyd Oldham of St. Many beautiful hats were modMo.,
congregaLouis,
and
his
eled.
and
Flowers
Arthur
'Print Nom!,and Address Below.
and
Jr.,
at the Cotton Makers' Jubilee has brought her drive and
Tri-State Defender
Save Time! Save Money! Dinner.
•
of course to Johnny Arnold. tion will be featured on the A new member, Mrs. Virverve
into
the
sorority.
She
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.
\'‘, \Se CORRECT' with
program. Guests from Kansas ginia Collins, has been welRufus
Dr.
brother,
late
His
crusrl
my first bunolo of papal;
The Deltas drew swarms of also presented the "Mother of
-INVITATIONS
Clement is remembered as City, Baton Rouge, Oklahoma comed into the club.
ladies
wearing
beautiful the Year" prizes galore.
Name
and
will
Detroit
City,
also
be
Clip
The
club's
meeting
next
will
Out
This
ANNOUNCEMENTS
And Saturday night the Uni- the Long-time president of At- present, along with members
chapeaux spring colors to their
ACCESSORIES
be held at the home of Mrs.
Ale You a Soy? __ Aw
Dolt torn
University.
......
Tow —_
Coupon
annual "Breakfast for M'Lady" versal Life Insurance Company lanta
including gifts, warner. Item', weeding
congregations.
of
local
Mary Hicks of 1738 Foster St.,
Ewell,
Mertis
songbird
Pert
memory books, noplorte, fable erworo•
In
Care
of
feted
its
managers
attending
Saturday morning at the Chisand
horn, bride's cake knife, etc. All beautifully
treasure in her posses- The public is invited to attend and anyone who would like to
personalized, wad• choice of styles clad
Sroirt and No.
ca Hotel. Here Mrs. Freddie their District Managers Institute has a
L F. L......
the services.
meet with the group is welcome
prices. Let vs help you with your wedding
autographed
pican
.
.
.
sion
Today
Mail
(Magnolia) Bates, mother of with a dinner dancing party in
defaih SEE OUR COmPtElf UNE—
so.
to
do
note from Senator
In an Envelope
four children she reared as a the Skyway of the Sheraton Pea- ture and
The date of the next meeting
JOHN P. BONNER
body. Amicable Gerald Howell Edward M. Kennedy. Mertis
!widow,
was
"Mother
named
of
is Wednesday night, May 21.
743-0239
Luther
King
Pr;o1
I the Year." She is the mother was the master of ceremonies sang at the Martin
Mrs. Mary ReeVes is presiLest Maer.O.
•1
Pia.sly Ohre
Day
I
p r 0and presented the genial presi- Commemoration
dent of the club, and Mrs.
Hall
at
and
City
down
gram
Marco
Walker
dent
who saluted
Lottie Wade secretary.
the numerous managers and es- the Senator was so moved
pecially Willie Earl Bates who that he asked her to write
The Willing Workers Social
was named "Manager of the the words tto the song, "If Club will hold its regular meetYear." Saturday was definitely I Can Help Somebody." which ing at the home of MRS. Sam
downtown • vision ave.
a memorial day for the Bates'he incorporated in his speech. Boyd of 2163 Stovall on Wednessoutbland mall
family, his mom had been salu- We're still hearing compli- day, May 7. at the regular
'
ted as "Mother of the Year" by ments about the stirring trib- time.
the Deltas.
‘10,
ute 'Verbs paid in song to The club will present a
CS
Mr. President, who is quite a Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., "Miniskirt Party" at the Klontoastmaster was escorting at the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorspecialists in sizes
•
dyke Civic Club Building at
his better half, Harriett, who ority luncheon during Easter 943 Vollentine ave., starting at
1/1 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32/
1
2
was svelte in a sparkling black week-end.
8 p.m. A prize will be given to
and white dress. Vera was By the by, Longino Cooke, the woman who shows up in
with her Gerald. and other Jr., is credited with sketching the shortest skirt.
glimpsed the ideas as outlined to him by
Universal
officers
Mrs. Clara Dailey is presiMost Women hove hidden beauty. Enhorce your natural beauty
were the B. G. Olives, Jr., with Elma
Mardis, basileus of dent of the club.
their son and daughter-in-law, Beta Epsilon Omega for the
with o lovely WO% Human Hair Fall
John (and Rita Olive, he's program booklet for the Alpha
carrling on his duties as vice- Kappa Alpha Regional ConferThe book Black and White
president and assistant secre- ence. We think it was great
America Is reeding
tary despite his recent leg . . . depicts Memphis . . the
and discussing!
injury; Eloise and Dr. Arthur balcony and Room 306 at the
Flowers, leola and H. A. Lorraine Motel where Dr. MarGilliam, L. H. Boyce, Thomas tin 'Luther King. Jr., was asWillis, and the Robzrt L. sassinated; the statue of W. C.
Wynns.
Handy, the -Father of the
Helen Bowzn adds the fem- Blues, and Holiday Hall the
inine graciousness we think conference site.
specially sized
is necessary and vital to any Congratulations to Nett (Mrs.
32 to 52
business. 0 t h ers glimpsed Isaac A.) Watson, Jr., on bewere John Parker, Pat and ing named one of the Ebony's
Ethel and Willard Bell and Best Dressed Women fcir the
much more fashion than price
... textured acetate knit shift
with flawing collor•tie . . .
lora* simulated mother.of-pearl
buckle fastens the tie . . .
choose Spring navy or black.

matching Grant
Awarded Lane
Under Title 6

YW Wives To Present
Fund-Raising Project

Phone Operator

Jobs Announced
By Civil Service

Alpha Church
Anniversary
Set For May 25

LaRitas Plan

Fashion Show

Boys*My
EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY

DAC Club Holds
, Annual Hat Show

a

Willing Workers
To Meet May 7

p4,.fashion

S—

your most
fashionable look
28.00

MAIL ORDERS. add 75r
postage plus 41
/
2% tailor
Tonosstos detieery.

Cookout tips
from Speas SOULON ICE
Eldridge Cleaver's

VARINATE as economy
steak in Speas Vinegar.
Speas tenderizes, i
proves flavor. LoaVe
the meat in the marl.
nade several hours
or overnight in the
refrigerator before grilling.

STOUT SHOPPE
JDOWNTOWN
44 SO. MAIN
•
• 117-414311
1992 UNION
• 174-20AS
UNION AVI. •
WNITINAVIN • SOUTI4t0410 MAIL • 3411-0064

SPEAS
VINEGAR

SPAM( a salad with Speas
Vlriegar.Make a fresh dressuse your favorite
recipe or go creative
and invent a new one!
Speas makes dressing "better than bottled"! Try it yourself arid sea.
swift Winger hook-

1st with over 60 ways
to cook and clews
with vinegar. Write
Speas Comparty,2400
Nicholson Ave., Kansas City, Mo. 64120.

This stirring, shocking, eloquent
book, written by the Black
Panther Minister of information
while he was in prison, describes
the violent forces that shaped
his life. Eldridge Cleaver,
currently a fugitive from justice,
discusses his prison *apedince', life in this ghetto, and late
militant views that have made
him the outstanding beat*
leader its America today.
800,000 copies in prinill
A DELTA BOOK / 81
o
#
NA,0.11 PublishOng

Co., kw

Shortie W
Hid Midi -Wigs
•

*too

....39 85
545
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Shortly before 2 p.m. police units arrive on campus to place black 'students under arrest. Shown

above are members of the police dept. preparing
to enter M. S. U.'s AdminiAtration Building.

After a campus meeting, about 150 B. S. A. members entered Dr. C. C. Humphreys' office, demanding that police be removed from the campus.

This reportedly followed a weekend of harassment
of students by police. Many of the students were
later arrested and placed under $500 bond.

Happy Birthday, Duke!
President and Mrs. Richard M. Nixon enjoy a laugh with Duke Ellington
and his sister Ruth Ellington as they pose for photographers at the
White House last night. The Chief Executive gave Ellington a musical
salute on the musician's 70th birthday by inviting him as guest of honor

rowds formed outside the Administration Building as black students listed their demands in the

president's office.

at a black-tie dinner. Ellington's father once served as a butler at the
White House. Among musicians who appeared at the birthday celebration
were Clark Terry, Gerry Mulligan and J. J. Johnson.

Shown seated discussing strategy to be taken
following the arrest of 150 black Memphis state
students are Black Student Asswiattion advisors

Dr. Miriam Sugarmon, assistant professor of
Spanish at M. S. U. and Mrs. Katherine Boyde,
professor of English.

..5,_ •
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Sports Horizon
er Jim Palmer and a healthy
all
Frank Robinson, are
Seeking to improve baseball alone .in first place in the Eastby giving the fans more action ern Division of the American
for their money, the mound League. However, the Orioles
has been lowered and the just happen to be in what is
strike zone has been narrow. considered the toughest division
ed this year in the major lea- of the four loops. Detroit, who
gues. Thus far, the hitting was came from behind last fall to
somewhat improved. It is a bit take the World Series, hasn't
early to evaluate the changes bit its stride yet but the Tigers
which were brought about be- are not far off the pace. Boscause the pitchers were so far ton, on a homer spree with
ahead of the batters last sea- Tony Conigliaro back the lineson. This year the American up after being sidelined a year
and National Leagues will op- with blurred vision, is the hoterate with two six-team divi- test team currently challengsions. The East and West Divi. ing the Orioles. The Yankees,
;ions will battle for league Cleveland and a Washington
honors in a playoff at the team fired-up by manager Ted
ANOTHER MEDAL - U.S. Air Force Technical Sergeant
end of the regular season. The Wlliams, potentially can make
Richard Donald Jr. (right), son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
survivors meet for the world it tough for playoff aspirants.
Donald, 126 Kirk Ave., Memphis, is decorated with the Dischampionship.
Oakland and Minnesota are
tinguished Flying Cross and the Air Medal at Tinker AFB,
The expansion teams are
odds-on favorites in the
the
Okla., by Colonel R. E. McDaniel, commander of the 3rd
-San Diego and Montreal in the
Western Division of the AmeriM•bile Communications Group. (08AF Photo)
National League and Kansas
can. However, Chicago and the
City and Seattle in the AmeriKansas City Royals are
new
can League. After nearly a
making it a four-team race.
I AM SUPPOSED TO BE DEAD, SAYS Month of action, Chicago and
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AVERY DAVIS

SUPER SOUL "DJ's"

Hear More Super Soul Music
WITH MEMPHIS'

BOSS "UGLY" BOB

WILDCHILD NIGHT and DAY JOE B. YOUNG

MELLOW JACK

MEMPHIS' SUPER SOUL
STATI,ON

Daddy's down at the pool room. Della has gone to the movies, Billy's
over at the V, and Mother is still at the bingo game. Is there anything I
can do for you?

SOME ARE LIKE THAT

Miss Horne plays the role of

Richard Widmark and Lena
Horne star, with Carroll O'Connor and John Saxon as co-stars
in the picture which was directed by Allen Smithee and produced by Richard E. Lyons.
Set in the early part of this

The screenplay of "Death of
a Gunfighter" is from the novel
of the same name by Lewis B.
Patten and was written by
Joseph Calv elli. The Motion
Picture Association of America
has rated "Death of a Gunfighter" "M
---,Suggested for
MATURE audiences (parental
discretion advised)."

time friend of Widmark's, who
finally agrees to become his
wife. For Miss Horne, known
internationally as a songstress,
this represents the first truly
dramatic role of her career
and also is her first screen appearance since 1956 when she
made her last picutre, MGM's
"Meet Me In Las Vegas," In
the interim, she has made
occasional appearances on television and in night clubs.

The result is a motion picture
offering absorbing local color
as well as drama and an unusual romance, with Jim Brown
giving another king-size portrayal to add to his previous incisive performances in such
hit films as "The Dirty DozThis brings first in the eerie en,': "Ice Station Zebra" and
atmosphere of a forbidden "The Split."

Circumstances bring these
three people together after
Kenner has conic close to being niurdered by Jordan's paid
assassins and is given refuge
in Anasuya's home. And now
begin a series of abosrbing
adventures in which Kenner,
Jordan and the latter's accomplice, Henderon (Robert
Coote), play a game of hideand-seek which takes them
through the teeming streets,
bazaars, parks, squares, railroad yards, and the waterfront
before
of colorful Bombay
the plot reaches its suspenseful climax.

Producer of a documentary
made in Hong Kong and associate producer on "M a y a,"
an earlier MGM adventure story filmed on location in Mysore, India. Miss Murray utilized her extensive knowledge of
the backgrounds and Eastern
of the Far East in assuring that
the backgrounds and Eastern
customs revealed in "Kenner"
were completely authentic.

One of the rare motion pictures to be filmed by a woman producer, "Kenner", was
made by Mary Philliph Murray,
who produced the drama from
a screen play by Harold Clemins and John R. Loring, with
Steve Sekely directing.

There is both tragedy and
happiness in the final outcome
of the happenings in "Kenner," but, although little Saji
never finds his real father, he
gains a far more devoted one
in the American seafarer, who
goes back to sea, taking the
boy with him.

There are three different
threads running thrrough the
,narrative and action of this
unusual film. First, it concerns
the American seafarer. Kenner,
who has come to Bombay on
an errand of vegeance. He is
tracking down a man named
Jordan (Charles Horvath), who
has murdered his partner.
Secondly, it is the story of
Saji (Ricky Cordell), a boy
seeking out the father who
had deserted his family. And.
finally, it is the touching romantic relationship between
Kenner and Saji's mother.
Anasuya (Madlyn R h u e), a
Hindu dancer.

room where an illegal cricket
fighting match takes place (an
extraordinary sequence in itself and the first of its kind
ever to be shown in a motion
picutre) and reaches its conclusion in a starkly realistic
death struggle between Kenner
and Jordan atop an eight-story
building in downtown Bombay.

With Jim Brown playing the
title role in his first solo starring assignment, "Kenner" is
a new MGM drama of adventure at the McVickers Theater,
suspenseful, toki ng
place
against the exotic backgrounds
of Bombay, India, where the
picture was filmed in its entirety in Metrocolor.

Role In 'Kenner'

Jim Brown Has Title

For Widmark, this represents another in a long series
of dramatic portrayals since
his first screen appearance as
a psychotic killer in "Kiss of
Death" in 1947, which brought
him to instant cinema stardom.

slinging, straight-laced
marshal in a frontier community.
His knowledge of the deeds
and misdeeds of all the inhabitants has kept him in office
and his strict, unbending execution of his job has, through
the years, created enemies.
Now the town leaders feel he
is holding back progress and
they decide to get rid of him.
Whe he stubbornly refuses
to give up his job, he finds
he is pitted against the whole
populace in a tense and dramatic confrontation.

century, Widmark is a gun— a bawdy house madam, a long

Though in his last role in
"Madigan" he was also a police officer — a New York City
detective—in many of his 45
movies he has essayed sadistic,
brutal individuals outside the
law. As the marshal he uses
a six-s hooter that the late
Harry Carey used as the star
of several hundred western
films. Carey's son plays the
role of a clergyman in "Death
of a Gunfighter."

Raw- action combined with
an unusual love story will be
presented on the screen of the
Oriental Theatre when Universal's excitement filled Technicolor production, "Death of a
Gunfighter" opens May 8.

A Raw Action Drama

Lena Horne Stars In
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SOUL SINGERS — Dionne Warwick reprises her Cranimy Award-winning
"De You Know the Way to San Jose" and 0. C. smith sings the equallyhonored "Little Green Apples" on "The Best on Record: The Grammy

Awards Show" to be colorcast
& 1.1)1: 7-8 p.m. CDT).

on NBC-TV Illoaday, May 5 (14 p.n. Pb?
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Lena Horne Stars In A Raw Action Drama
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Musical Will
Provide Funds
For Recreation
A musical program will be
presented at the Alcy Seventh
Day Aventist Church on Sunday afternoon, May 4, at 5
p m., and will feature Miss
Gail Branch, a student at
Mitchell High Schodl, along
with talented musicians from
other congregations.
Proceeds from the musical
will be used to buy recreational equipment for the young
people of the church and the
community, and the public is
urged to support the project.

-

A

,

Saltzman Epic
Will Open
Nation-Wide
Harry Saltzman's epic film
"The Battle Of Britain," a
dramatization of the air war
over Britain which blocked
Hitler's invasion of England
at the start of World War II,
will open simultaneously on
Wednesday, October 22, in
nearly every major city in this
country. The
announcement
was made today by United
Artists Vice President James
R. Velde. The special presentation handling of the film represents one of the heaviest
saturation
bookings of
its
kind in recent years. The opening date also climaxes the tour
of this country and Canada by
famed World War II RAF, hero,
Group Captain Peter Townsend.
The following is a partial list
of the key theatres at which
"The Battle Of Britain" will
open on a continuous performance basis: DeMille Theatre,
New York; Loew's Hollywood;
Los Angeles Majestic Theatre,
Dallas; Loew's State, Houston; Loew's State, New Orleans; Palace Theatre, Memphis; Denver Theatre, Denver;
Royal Unit, San Francisco;
Seventh Avenue Theatre, Seattle; Orpheum Theatre, Portland; Music Hall, Boston;
Loew's Collegiate, New Haven; Loew's Buffalo, Buffalo;
Galaxie Theatre, Des Moines;
six theatre multiple in Detroit;
Theatre,
Keith
Washington,
D. C,; Uptown Theatre, Kanus City; Gateway Theatre,
Pittsburgh; Crestwood, Town
and Village Theatres, St. Louis,
and Carleton Theatre, Toronto,
Canada.
Producer Saltzman assembled and rebuilt 111 World War
II aircraft for the film, making
production
the
company's
squadron
the
world's
35th
largest airforce. General Adolf
Galland of the German Luftwaffe and Wing Commander
Robert Stanford-Tuck of the
British RAF led tht ten-man
crew of technical advisors,
who helped director Guy Hamilton re-stage the deadly -dog
lights" and air battles over
Britain, counterpointing
the
human drama on the ground.
Heading a celebrated international cast are Sir Laurence
Olivier, Sir Michael Redgrave,
Sir Ralph Richardson, Michael
Caine, Harry Andrews, Nigel
Patrick, Christopher Plummer,
Trevor Howard, Curt Jurgens,
Susannah York and Ian McShane. "The Battle Of Britain"
is produced by S. Benjamin
Fisz and directed by Guy Hamilton. j Panavision and Technicolor, the film is being released kr United Artists, an
entertainment gory Ice
of
Transamerica Corporation.
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C B S To Air Two Shows On Ghetto

Movie For New Show

Ossie Davis Seeks

•-

Christian education as it per- small groups to see firsthand l
tains to ghetto residents is how the poor live.
studied in "Man and the City"
on "Look Up and Live" Sun- "Man and the City" shows!
film of the delegates during'
day, May
4,
(10:30-11:00
am.,
EDT) in color on the CBS their ghetto visits, and a discussion of what they brought
Television Network.
to Chicago during the convenThe taped broadcast is an tion and what they learned
extension of a four-day con- there.
ference of more than 1,000
Participants are the Rev.' Ossie Davis, the noted actor- Davis, who also collaborated
Christian educators held last
Earle Ramsdale, executive di- playwright who makes his di- on the screenplay with Arnold
February in Chicago, when the
rector
of
the Greater Flint,
recting debut with "Cotton Pert, plans to include rarely
delegates
spent two
days Mich.)
(
Council of Churches
visiting the city's ghettos in
Comes
to Harlem," met with filmed Harlem backgrounds in
and chairman of the Chicago!
Harlem's leading disc jockeys the suspense comedy based on
conference; Archie Hargraves,!
on Wednesday (April 23) to the Chester Himes novel.
of mission developSome Kind Of Nut professor
ment at Chicago Theological discuss production and story In his talks with the disc
highlights
the
The
film.
picof
briefed
Davis
jockeys,
on
them
Seminary and conference key"Some Kind
of
Nut"
has
will
Camco-star
ture
odfrey
G
location
shooting
plot and
been set as the new title for noter, and the Rev. Charles! bridge as Grave Digger Jones
schedules with the expressed
. Wissink, associate professor at
"The One With The Fuzz,"
and Raymond St. Jacques as hope that they will pass on this
starring Dick Van Dyke, An- New Brunswick (N. J.) Theo.
Ed Johnson, a team of information to their audiences.
Coffin
confergie Dickinson and Rosemary
black detectives, and Calvin Davis would like to get the
Forsyth. The film was writ- ence delegate. Dr. George Lockhart as the Reverend
support and cooperation of the
Crothers is host.
ten and directed
by
Garson
O'Mally,
Deke
fast-talking
a
community in this first
Harlem
Kanin and produced by Walter Pamela Ilott is executive community leader. Filming bemajor screen effort to portray
Mirisch for release by United producer of "Look Up and gins on location in Harlem on
life in Harlem as it really is.
Artists, an entertainment serv- Live," a
p r esentation
of May 5 as a Samuel Goldwyn,
ice of Transamerica Corpora- CBS News. Chalmers Dale pro- Jr. Formosa Production for United Artists is an entertion. It is a Mirisch DFI-TFT duced "Man and the City" United Artists release in Color tainment service of Trans
Production.
and Portman Paget directed.
by DeLuxe.
a merica Corporation.
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Mrs Deborah Greene Will Exchange Vows On June 6
New Bond Film Seeks Croupier

MISS DEBORAH P. GREENE

"Brad-Man Merchandise Club"

100% Human Hair Wig for only $59.95.

FREE! A seven piece set of A:uminum TEFLON II is
Yours FREE This Week when you buy a $79.95 value

Both ore guaranteed. $15.00 Down delivers both
to your htinte.

As A Club Member.
You Will Receive A

10% Discount

On All
Future Purchases,

Over
400
Items
to
Choose
From.

BRADMARR
SALES

THE

BRA

no other

K%/TE4

BACHELOR GIRLS
7.143181

BONNIE RUSH
7744326

275-9192

MRS. JESSIE LOCKHART

•

The miracle bra, lifts and shepee
the large bust ... the small bust
appears larger. Design patentee
by eenny Rich. Complete comfort!
No strap strain! Sold by expert
fitters. Dacron polyester and cotton or nylon lace, or all-cotton.
5.95 to 16.95. Sizes 28 to 46,
A to GG.
ADVERTISED IN VOGUE

ri

.like
.
.

Veittujnicli,

3570 Cazassa Rd. #7
Memphis Tenn. 38116

Call 332-5360
today
or
Write...

4571 QuInce

No.48 wt 2458 Chelseo Avenue

No.27 - 1693 Lauderdale

No.26 - 5201 Highway 61

No.17

NO, 16-315 W. Mitchell Rd.

No.15 - 2481 Dwight Rood

No.14 - 4701 Highway 51 So

No.12 - 2052 Johnson

Miss Deborah Pearl Greene Greenwood CME Church with of Mrs. James L Greene, of
will exchange wedding vows the pastor the Rev. J. D. At- 1378 Gleason Avenue and the
with U.S. Air Force Sgt. Bethel water officiating.
late Mr. Greene. She is a
Lee Harris, Jr., June 6, at the Miss Greene is the daughter
graduate of Hamilton High
School where she was a member of the National Honor soc
iety, Senior Y-Teens, Girls
WANTED! actor
Hunt,
an
who
"but
one
finding
who
Drill
Team, Waterford Theatrihas been a professional chemin has worked on the other side
Club, Dramatics Club. Debcal
de fer croupier to join the of the tables is a eery different
utante Society, Kings and
high-stakes world of Agent 007 matter."
Queens and was voted most
James Bond.
The croupier-turned-actor will
Final casting of the new appear in special sequences at versatile in her senior class.
Bond film, "On Her Majesty's the tables of a Portuguese Miss Greene was graduated
scenes show January, 1969 from Memphis
Secret Service," now being casino. T h e
Studios, George Lazenby as James State University. While a stushot at Pinewood
England, is continuing with di- Bond and Diana Rigg as Tra- dent at Memphis State she
rector Peter Hunt still search- cy, the girl Bond falls in love was a member of the Univering for an actor with gambling- with and marries, Albert R. sity Center Program Board
Broccoli and Harry Saltzman and served two terms as Presiworld. experience.
are producing the film for dent of Delta Sigma Theta So"I know plenty of acors United Artists, an entertain- rority. She is now a Speech
who practically live in the ment service of Transamerica Therapist for the Memphis City
casinos - as customers," says Corporation.
Schools.

WDIA
Robert "Honey boy" Thomas

WDIA Music Director
12 Noon - 3 P.M.

No.4 - 549 South Parkway East

No.2 - 1471 Florlda'at Parkway

N0,1 - 347 1 Poplar at Highland

Shop Where
Your
Business
Is
Appreciated

Soul Power 1070 Soul Power

PLUS

No.6 - 661 Chelsea

No.7 - 452 East Sheiliy Drive

No.8 •••• 4260 Macon Rood
blo. 9 -2219 Florida

No.10 - 1478 Notional
Ne.11 1506 East Broadway
(West Memphis)
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So This Is Washington

• ••

President Nixon has given
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
new focus on the phrase "gray
areas" in race relations. He
Former Secretary of State late Dr. Martin Luther King l moves by the rebels who form- used the term at his press
Dean Acheson by looks is the Jr., had for a period of time* a separate state of Biafra. conference last week to answer
prototype of a diplomat, aris- owned South African bondisAie now administers the area a question on the analysis by
tocratic bearing, polished deliv- The fact is that King was to-Ire-taken by the Federal Gov- Roy Wilkins that his adminisery, the sinecure of intellec- tally unaware of the ownership,ernment at Lagos and which tration thus far has a "mixed"
!Seism in the Adlai Stevenson trusting his investments to a now has nearly four million performance on civil rights.
tradition. Last week, during an businessman who had pur- Ibos who have returned to the The President said that the
appearance before the Ameri- chased the bonds in his name,land.
number of agencies involved
can Society of Newspaper because they were bringing a
• • •
In
civil rights
compliants
Editors, he proved to be not 27 per cent return. As soon as
Cliff Alexander denies that means that in "these gray
so diplomatic, but quite an King learned about the bonds,
he plans to run for any public areas in which close cases
ordinary mortal, reacting- with , he immediately. canceled them. office
this year. The outgoing come up, you will get different
petty testiness to a perfectly
• • •
chairman of the Equal Employ- men coming up with different
legitimate question put to himl
ment Opportunity Commission conclusions." Nixon said he
Publishers
John
Sengstacke
about his own personal views
who
became the center of a plans to develop a coordinated
on the apartheid policy of South hosted a party in his suite in stormy
program in which there will
controversy after Sen.
honor
Ukpabi
Asika,
Governor
Africa and other white colonbe standards that everybody
Everett
Dirksen
of Illinois
of the East Central State of
ialists on that continent.
will understand so there will
Nigeria, which is the tradition- publicly berated him for doing be no criticism of a mixed
his
job
too
well,
says
that he record.
Acheson was sharply critical al heartland of the Ibo
people. intends to remain on at
the
of U. S. policy on South Africa,
a
a •
Asika,
who is himself lbo, was Commission as a member to
Rhodesia and Portugal, all of
perform
in
the
a
to
U. S.
talk to key peo-,
watchdog role over It's an open secret around
whom are colonial masters
over black majorities and pie about the facts in the Ni- the programs to carry out Washington that the man who
who use the most repressive gerian Civil War. Accompanied equal opportunity. He doesn't calls the shots on civil rights
say for how long, but for the and urban affairs for the
measures to enforce their rule. by Nigerian Ambassador
Adto present, he had made no
de- ministration is Daniel P. MoyUsing such phrases as "stupid
the
U.S.,
Iyalla,
Joe
Asika
cision
held
on his future.
courses
. hostile harassment
nihan, the controversial author
• • •
and meddlesome folly," Ache- about 30 of the most influenof the Negro Family in Amerison said the policies of these tial editors and publishers in
ca. Before Mayor Walter Washcountries were none of the the country spellbound as he Quentin S. Taylor, 33, was ington can make any imporAmerican' peoples business; discussed the issues in the con- named by Secretary of Trans- tant decisions they must be
these countries were among flict. An ardent believer in a portation John Volpe to head cleared with Moynihan whose
the best friends the U.S. has. one Nigeria, Asika who is a that agency's new office of critics call him patronizing,
When Daily Defender Editor graduate of the University of Equal Opportunity. Taylor is a domineering
and
unfeeling
Tom Picou took the micro- Southern California, refused to graduate of Howard U. and about the thinking in black
go along with the secessionist Syracuse U. and has been
phone to challenge Acheson
communities.
as to whether this meant he
supported the racist policies
of the three powers, Acheson's
haughty rejoinder was that
"this is a classic illustration of
the wrong kind of question to
ask." While he attempted to
soften the thrust by saying
he didn't support that kind of
Mr.LouisDalrymyle,known to his friends
policy for the U. S., Acheson
os
"Ciller
because of his Indian heritage, now
made it clear that not only
does he defend apartheid, but
with John Ellis Chevrolet, solicits the trade of the Negro
he takes personal offense
community
with the following
against criticism of it and it
is hard to see how he can
separate that feeling from our
own domestic situation. InSPECIALS,
terestingly enough, Acheson's
law firm in Washington has
Full
Monthly
for one of its clients, the govModel
Price
Payments
ernment of Rhodesia! And a
reasonable question for Mr.
Chev 11 Nova $1995
$56.43
Acheson is when it is wrong to
Malibu
$2300
$66.55
ask a question or does he im$2235
Belair
$64.39
ply that censorship sould be
Impala
$2450
$71.54
applied?

lashe(Vrites
Plus Top VALUE Stamps!
Join The Kroger Price Fighters!
Omit
TOP
VALUE
STAMPS

TOP VALUE REDEMPTION STORES ARE LOCATED AT:

1520 UNION AVE.
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA

OPEN 10 AM. 'TIL 5 PM. TUE. THRU SAT. CLOSED MON.

TENDERAY

009ellNg...

Caprice
Camaro

• • •

Visiting the press room in
the Shoreham Hotel where the
ASNE was meeting, Roy Wilkins who had shared the platform with Acheson, gave an
explanation for the man who
wasthe chief architect of foreign policy under the Truman
administration.
Wilkins
described him as a professional
diplomat who firmly believes
in the sovereignty of nations
over their own internal problems, whether it is at odds
with our own policy or not.
Then Wilkins recalled that the

$2750
$2332

S81.41
$6762

With S295 DOWN
Call "Chief" today at Ellis Chevrolet and he will arrange
for you the best car or truck deal in town, either New or Used.

BOIVII PAYMENT net necessary if qualified

JOHN ELLIS CHEVROLET CO.
3441 AIRWAYS - Open Nights, Sat & Sun til 6 p.m. - Phone.332-3000

ni Ace Appliance Co.Offers You

5 Year Guarantee.on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
fREZ 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-MU. Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
•71415 15 ONE MOSS REASON leer MORE AND MOSS PEOPLE SOY FROM ACE APPLIANCE'
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Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive &Year Written Guarantee Is Delivered With The
Purchase of -ither Frigidaire Washer or Dryer

QUARTER - SLICED AS MIXED CHOPS

Pork Loin

COUNTRY STYLE
OR SERVE & SAVE

Sliced Bacon

ib.590

SHANK OR
BUTT PORTION

Cooked Ham

Ib.59C

DOMINO

SVGARW
SNOWFLAKE

3-LB.

Shortening
Kroger Flour
Big K Drinks

CAN

lb.
Bag

our coupon offer in this ad

EATh4ORE

1.00
330 Margarine
45 Coffee
490
Catsup
230
„„
34 Del Monte Corn AL: USO
6
LBS.

SPOTLIGHT BEAN

5 -lb.

bag

PINT

IT COSTS.IN THE LONG.RUN TH.00.

leo

Pt

RIB STEAK

Plain or Self—R is i ng

IS W..IN.pm/girl
5••••1••!finks

EASTGATE
FRAZIER

ak

3 -lb. Bog

1 -lb.

$1.45

bag

DEL MONTE

14-0Z.
bottle

Ea.

-WC

CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

KROGER

Salad Dressing

QT.

Why Sacrifice Qualitir, When You Can
'Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices

cotAN004„
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Frigidaire Elec. Automatic Dryer
No
Payment
TIP
Jun• 69
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FOR 3 FULL YEARS
All Models of Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
-Corry the Sean 3-Year Written Guarantee.
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Lane Junior

Tennessee State Prexy

CLASSIFIED AD SECTION

Wins A Prize

An 'Arkansas Traveler'

.e,..usit:..ttetraliksattety....sliestitsM844165116101*

A 20-year-old junior at Lane
College, Miss Marsha McKeldin, is the third place winner
in the Reader's Digest UNCF
Creative Writing Contest.

Gibson Air Condition 18,000 B.T.0
Used One Bummer, $160.00
Fetter Air Condition 10.000 B.T.U.
,
CALL 323-281)
2 yrs. $95.00

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMAS
Equivalent Test Short Training to enEquiable high school dropout to
vaient test for High School.
Call 332-3300 or write Career School
3570 Cazassa ltd. No. 7, Memphis,
Tern., 38116.

pass

CHEMICAL ENGINEER - OPENING
IN MEMPHIS WITH NATIONAL
COMPANY
This position offers individual an opportunity to engage in Project Develop
merit, Special Assignments. Process
Operations, Employee Czposure, and
within the total organigation. Any
Preparation for higher responsibility
Technical Degree considered. Our bent
fits are highly competitive.
Please send resume to;
P 0 Box 61770
New Orleans, La 70160
(An Equal Opportunity Employer)
PAINTING - Interior and Exterior.
Commercial and Residential. Do eh
work. (white)
A k P HOME IMPROVEMENT
CALL 525-3250 or 323-3807
Ray Adams or Clark Polk

BEELINE FASHION HOME STYLE
SHOW - Find to. a woman
." Find
me a woman that doortan't like fashion
and fun, and you will have found a
most unusual woman. Basically every
woman wants to look more attractive.
You too, can be part of the exciting
world of fashion and can have fun
while you are working. You can add
add more cloths to your wardrobe. Have
muse money to the faintly income plum
a Beeline style show in your home or
become a BEELINE STYLIST.
Phone 398-7634

Miss McKeldin, the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Epsy
Mapp of 1716 Wilcox Blvd, Chattanooga, received a $100 check
for her essay, "A Discourse on
the Redundancy of End Punctuation"

NASHVILLE - Govern o r The Rev, John H. Corbitt,
Winthrop Rockefeller has nam- pastor, presented Dr. Torrence
church
ed Dr. A. P. Torrence, presi- with a plaque from the
dent of Tennessee Add State in a special service.
University, an "Arkansas Traveler," the highest honor coming from that state.
The presentation of the citation was made by Secretary of
State Kelly Bryant in Little
Rock, Ark; on Sunday, April
20, which had been proclaimed
"Andrew P. Torrence Day" bJ
Mayor Haco Boyd.
The title "Arkansas Traveler" was first given by Arkanof 2953 Forsas to President Franklin D. Eddie Scott Jr., LeMoyne-Ovo
at
senior
rest,
a
the
to
came
he
Roosevelt when
selected
state to dedicate a national en College, has been
in the
project. Dr. Torrence is honor- a regional semifinalist -Month
-the
Book-of
Annual
Third
"acwhose
ed as a native son
complishments have earned Club Writing Fellowship Prohim appointment as president gram.
of Tennessee Add State Univer- The program is administered
sity," and who should serve by the College English Assocas an inspiration to youth, the iation under a grant from the
citation read.
Book-of-th-Month Club.
Little Rock also cited Dr.
of four semiTorrence as holding and en- Mr. Scott is one this region
chosen
in
finalists
joying "a place of high esteem
includes Alabama, Arkin the minds and hearts of the which
Kentucky, LouisKansas,
ansas,
pegple." Mayor Boyd read the
Missouri. Okcitation and presented him a iana, Mississippi,
Tennessee.
and
lahoma
key to the city.
These honors and recogni- A board of national judge3
tions were sponsored by the consisting of Ralph Ellison,
Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church of Louis Kronenberger and WilLittle Rock, the church into liam Styron now will review
which Dr. Torrence was born the entries to select two winand in which his father, Boston ners from each of the seven
L. Torrence, Sr., served as a regions. Final winners each
will receive a $3,000 grant.
deacon until his death.

Final Rites Held

Eddie Scott
Is Selected
In Semifinals

WANTED. MEN 25-45 for Housecleaning and Commercial Bldg. work. We
will train you to do wall washing, floor
polishing, and window cleaning full
time. We prefer you have Tenn, Drivers
HOME FOR SALE
Lincense.
CHEROKEE HEIGHTS
Apply In person at:
1619 EASTLAWN 2 story, 3 bdrm.,
1423 E. McLemore
21 2 bath. Master BDRM. 12 x 20 with
Mr. Davis or Mrs. Clarbrough
full bath. Paneled Den. Many closet.
Double Carport, Extra large storage
FOUR LADIES
room, Home will be Open Sunday 2-4.
Would you like to earn $10.00 for 2
• appotatmeot ta net thy time col!
hours; morning, afitirmarn or evenings.
Smila Legvanec 683-0500 Or Florence
5 days per week. Car necessary.
Warner 3C2-1473
Funeral services for Mr. For
appointment: Phone 274-3190 or
ARCO INC., REALTY
Stanie Smith were held on Sat 392-1837.
683-3523
5118 Park
urday, April 19, at the Metro Single Family or Duplex Lot sa x 200
WASHERS.
ON
REPAIRS
Plus. First left of 720 Alice between EXPERT
politan Baptist Church with the Longview and Scsithsid• High School. Dryers, Stoves. Air Conditioning, Ref..
All work Guaranteed.
minister, the Rev. S. A. Owen, $3.900.
Mid South Appliance Service
First Realty Co.
delivering the eulogy.
822 Semmes
Dermon Bldg.
Phone 458-0067 - OR - 398-1778
527-346.3

At Metropolitan
For Stanie Smith

Mr. Smith, who lived at 1671
McMillan St., died at Methodist Hospital on Wednesdya,
April 16, after having been ill
for about eight days. He had
been employed by the Illinois

/NTEFtPRISE, ELECTRIC RANGE.
$62.50. 3 mo. guaranteed.
Mid South Appliance Service
Phone 456-0067 - OR - 398-1778

DRIVERS NEEDED
Seml Drivers, local and over the road.
Experience helpful but not necessary,
we will train you. You can earn Over
Period. For application write Nation
$3.75 per hour. after short training
Wide Safety Director, 2930 Sldco Drive
Nashville, Tenn., or call:
901-527-9046.
Sincerely.

FRIGIDAIRE, CUSTOM IMPERIAL
Electric Dryer, 65.00, No venting required 6 ma, guarantee.
Mid South Appliance Service
Phone 458-0067 - OR - 398-1778FRIGIDAIRE REF. $60.00 3 ma guarantee.
Mid South Appliance Service
Phone 458-0067 - OR - 398-1778
LEONARD SIDE BY SIDE Ref. $85.00
3 trio. guarantee,
Mid South Appliance Service
Phone 458-0067 - OR - 398-1778
REBUILT KENNMORE Washer $47.50
and up. Delicate cycle, and filter Ito.
Gukranteed 6 trio, parts and labor.
Mid South Appliance Service
Phone 458-0067 - OR - 398-1778
TWO DOOR COOLERATOR Ref.
large
freezer at bottom, $50.00, 3 mo.
guarantee, 6 mo, parts and labor,
Mid South Appliance Service
Phone 458-0067 - OR 398-1778

You Don'tPayMore..
You JustGetMoreAt
•VAUANT
•ROAD RUNNER
•PLYMOUTH
•CHRYSLER
•IMPERIAL

0
. MIER
1925 UNION•275-1143

Place your ad
for quick Results!

MECHANICS WANTED
OAS & DIESEL
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Mechanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNTrY EMPLOYEE

Special
SUITS

$110
DRESSES
&

CASH

CARRY

JACKSON CLEANERS
1394 NO. HOLLYWOOD ST.
SAVE 30e ON EACH

40000011R.

Junior ROTC
Units To Hold
Review Friday
The tenth annual formal review ceremony of the Memphis High Schools Junior ROTC
units, will be held at 7 p.m.,
May 2, at Crump Stadium, according to LTC H. R. Lovell,
Senior Army Instructor.
The ceremony will consist of
drill team exhibitions, presentation of awards to outstanding
ROTC cadets and teams, and
a pass-in-r evie w of approximately 2,300 ROTC cadets.
The reviewing officer will
be Major General William H.
Craig, Deputy Commanding
General, Headquarters Third
United States Army.

LEGAL

MALLORY KNIGHTS HELPING - Being
interviewed by officials of the Mallory
Knights Charitable Organizations are Mr.
and Mrs. Ted B. Kight of 2071 James rd.,
who came to the organization last week
for assistance. Listening to the couple's
plight are Mrs. Rena Cox, office secretary
and Harry L Strong, director, and standing in the rear is Rev. B. M. Denby.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS

Proposals

will be accepted
by the Memphis Housing Authority at Its officer. 700 Adams A'.,.'
nue,, Memphis, Tennessee, until
10:00 a.m.a CDST,, Monday„ May
26. 1969„ for the furnishing of
all labor, materials and equipmolt to modify one (1) steel casement window in each of approximately 1,068 apartments located
In Dixie Homes, No, Tenn. 1-5
and 1-9. and Lauderdale Courts,
No. Tenn, 1-10.
Detailed proposal forms and
specifications ore available at
the Central Office, 700 Adorns
Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
Attention is called to the fact
that not less than the minimum
wages set forth In the specifications must be paid on by the contractors.
The Contractor must
ensure that employees and applicants for employment are not discriminated against because of
their race, creed, color or national origin.:
The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reject
any or all bids or to waive any
informalities in the bidding.
All bidders shall be licensed
contractors as required by Chapter 135 of Public Acts of 1945 of
the General Assembly of the
State of Tennessee, and all Amendments thereto. Sub-contracting will not be permitted. The
bidder's name and contractor's
license number must be placed
on the face of the envelope containing the bid documents. All
bidders must also have City of
Memphis Privilege license and
submit evidence of some in bidding.

Family of Eight Get

MINISTERS

Aid From The Knights

A white family of eight was assured that Mr. Knight would
among the latest to receive as- be given a job.
sistance from the Mall o r y "We continue to call upon
Knights Charitable Organiza- the citizens of our great city
tion, according to Harry L. to help us in the struggle to
Strong, founder and director. help all of our poor citizens
The family was the Ted B. have a better life," Mr. Strong
Kights of 2071 Hernando st. said.
The faimly was destitute, and
having heard what the Knights Checks and money orders
citizens may be sent to the
were doing, they came to the
Mallory Knights Charitable Orheadquarters at 280 Hernando
ganization,
280 Hero a xi do
St.
Street, Memphis, Tenn.
Usually employed in construc- Rev. D. E. Herring is presition, Mr. Kight had been out
dent, and Charlie E. Neal busiof work for several weeks.
Mrs. Kight is unable to work, ness manager.
and is expecting a seventh
child.
Mr. Strong said that he went
outside of the headquarters and
found six hungry children,
This document is and shall be
' ranging in ages from 12 down
part of the contract.
to one, and they told the MKCO
No bid shall be withdrawn for
that they did not have food
a period of thirty (30) days suband no money to buy any.
sequent to the opening of bids
He said that he carried the
without the consent of the Memphis Housing Authority.
family directly to the Shelby
MEMPHIS
County Welfare department,
HOUSING AUTHORITY
after having outfitted M r s.
Orel le Ledbetter,
Kight with some shoes, and
Secretary
CAN YOU USE
obtained food for them, requested food stamps, and was
MORE

Be a floral designer! Full, port time or own your own business.
hitting complete training course in the real business
world of professional floristry. Instruction by personal often..
dance only. Course three to four weeks full time, Full tuition
5250.00. An Equal Opportunity School.
hard

For

MCKIE
'
S
BODY. SHOP, INC.uctie more.

Fender Body. Work

further details

P.O. BOX 1850

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
flie Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
Alexander Sundry
387 Leath

Jiffy Sundry
2509 Park Ave 452-3101

POST OFFICE
Beale Branch

Woolco
South 3rd

Aldo', Cosh Grocery
862 Wellington 527-8150

Jiffy Sundry
752 H. Dunlap

Pont.:. Drug :2
209 Beal.

V 8,N Sundry
3092 Chelsea

Bungalow Sundry
3092 Chelsea

Joe Hong Grocery
1551 Netherwood

Prospect Riurall
2243 S. Bellevy• Blvd.

Nifty Sundry
25.41 Supreme

Bailey's Drug Stem,
2547 Brood Avenue

Pork Krick Drive Inn Gro.
2268 Park Ave

Royal Sundry
2495 Corners

goll's Sundry
943 Laudordale 526-9940

Sollovue 7 11 Drive Inn Gra.
1804 5. Belleruo

Rosewood Pharmacy
1918 Laudordol•

Collog• Street Sundry
1140 College

3& J Sundry
2119 Chelsea Ave.

Rose Lynn Sundry
429 S. Orleans

Central Proscription Shop
550 Varies

Pearson Grocery
3540 Weaver Rd.

Sanders Drug Co.
565 S. Parkway E. 948.4531

Control Sundry
106 E. Calhoun

Kauffman Drive-1n Grocery
1297 Lauderdolo.

Russell Resoll Drug.
2445 Chel•ea

Ewing Esse Service Sta
867 Mi•sissippi

Klondyke Food Center
1287 Vollentine 276-9509

Silver Stor Drive-1n Gra.
178 W. Mitchell Rd.

Ford Road Drive-In
3199 Ford Road

Klondyk• Sundry
1293 Volientivo 272.3112

Seymore Sundry
Vanc• & Loudradai•

Fort's Solon
729 Randle

L &H Sundry
147 Silverage

Suburban Drug
752 E. McLewore 948-4576

George Walker's News
1101 Firestone

McGowon Sundry
349 Vance

Stroller Drugs
2192 Chefs** 276-25116

Glitnyi•w Sundry
1 550 Netiverwood

Magnolia Sundry
2037 floyl• Ave

Smith Sundry
1441 Florida

Golden.Sundry
2533 Pork Ave. 324-9322

Model Laundry
204 W. Brooks

Smith's Texaco Service Ste
337 Mitchell Rd.

Goss Pharmacy
448 S01k., A

Montesi
On Mediu:,

Trigg Avenue Sundry
155 E. Trigg

Hawkins Grill
1247 E. Mclernor•

Mead Sundry
44$ Wellt•r

1.5. Sundry
615 Vance Avenue

Mac Drive-In
367 Tiller.,

Jot Drive-In Grocery
'HMO S. Parkway F.

mows MART
All Out-of-Town Papers
10 N. Main 5264648

r

IMO:wean Grocery
11091 Now. Left* Rd.
arraorriwiwur

r

Oriole Drug
1014 Mississippi 912.1712

Lincoln Sundry
652 Richmond
Wellington Street Sundry

Soar.: PhOrmelCy

1046 Thomas
525.0811 - 526-9727
Wares Suporntorke
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD HEWS CO.
All Out-of-Town Paper.
115 Menne Aye 526.9920

918 S. Wellington

Prescott Drugs
S. Bellevue & Gill
Little Lite Sundry
1619 Latham
General Drugs
281 W. Mitchell
News Vender
Kroger S. 3rd

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic

News Vendor
Main at Calhoun
Hews Vender
Kroger Airways et Lerner
VIc's Sundries
3013 Johnson Ave
Wallington Sundry
Wodl n von
251 E. McLornore

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuak And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
TAILORS
CUSTOM

BHS
2411 Vance Ave.

SA 7-9320

Memphis, Teseesse•
"YOUR Ceaspatrf Makes What Yee Ask he Ansi
Courts* What Yost Think 01"

Ruck
'Finn
Fish
Fri
r - VALUABLE COUPON

1669 So.M.947-1176
14111 Airways 458-6118

LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
In Getting Driver License

Call
Tennessee [hiving School
BR 5-3600

Mn. Vender
Main at Linden
News Vender
Main at Vance

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

TAKE HOME SERVICES!

$r

Triple A Sundry
303 Vance
Lonow Sundry
2086 Chaise.:

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

..p., opens gnu rot
,rt oneoliatoratoil
sievito-

CAR WASH.
Sat ef Sim 11 25
Sat Open 8 A 1.4 tn 6 P 1.1
Sun Open $ 9.14 to 2 PM

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
112-114461 SEALE ST.

write...

1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

I

Reputable Workmanship
SMITH & GODWIN
Call Today
G
General Contractor
525-6506 and 362-1003
Bonded

MEMPHIS, TENN., 38101

24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST,
RES. PHONE 357 - 3134
PHONE 526 - 7154

Licensed

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER ADVERTISERS

Painting

905 Estival

SaVia bundle!
Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!

SOUTHERN SCHOOL OF
FLORAL DESIGN
A

Custom Built Churches
Free Estimates and Financing Available

THAN'S
LOAN

U FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED

ON AU, ARTICLES OF YALU

71 & 171 BEAL

NIT IA 1.5300

1

UPS

gimim

HOCK'S

: CATFISH

FISH

: DINNER

CHIPS

1$1.49

99

With
Coupon 10

V-

rut LP
Ul I

0001) THRU TUIIDAY. MAY 6, 1969 •

Free
Coke

